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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The goals and aspirations of the Town of Brookhaven are clearly noted within the RFP and 

issued addenda. The New Ash Monofill will provide the Town of Brookhaven and other 

municipal waste-to-energy partners with a regional ash disposal facility for the foreseeable 

future. Our team understands the importance of a Town-owned disposal facility relative to the 

current, and future, inter-municipal agreements.  The new stand-alone ash disposal facility will 

meet all regulatory requirements set forth by the New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation (NYSDEC), the Town of Brookhaven, as well as all other applicable agencies. 

 

L.K. McLean Associates, P.C. (LKMA), in association with our sub-consultants Cornerstone 

Engineering, Geology, & Land Surveying, PLLC, D&B Engineers & Architects, PC, VHB, RTP 

Environmental Associates, Inc., Kosuri Associates, Pinewoods Engineering, Hayduk 

Engineering and Clearview Consultants, LLC, have assembled an accomplished Project Team 

with a proven track record and exemplary qualifications to support the Town of Brookhaven for 

the design and permitting of the Town’s New Solid Waste Management Facility in Yaphank.  We 

understand this RFP requires our team to provide permitting, planning, design and project 

management services needed to successfully obtain approval from the NYSDEC.   The Team has 

specialized experience in each of the disciplines important to this project, including planning, 

design (all aspects of landfill design), hydrogeologic design/investigation, air permitting, 

governmental affairs, stormwater management, site specific surveying capabilities and 

invaluable institutional knowledge and operational experience with this specific landfill.  A 

majority of this team has worked together for decades at the Brookhaven Landfill on previous 

cells/landfills permitted, designed and constructed for the Town.   They have been approved to 

conduct landfill operations in these cells which have operated under 6NYCRR Part 360 

compliance.  We believe that our team is uniquely qualified, and possesses the collective 

expertise and experience to achieve the project goals of successful design and permitting of the 

new ash monofill for the Town of Brookhaven.   

 

Furthermore, the Project Team’s completion of projects with similar scopes of work, combined 

with its on-going professional working relationship, will ensure that the project stays on track.  

Project staff members also have significant experience with the design and development of new 

landfills and the supportive infrastructure, enabling them to anticipate and deal with the issues 

important to the successful execution of the project. 

 

Each task identified in the “SCOPE OF WORK” section of the Request for Proposals represents 

services that our Team members have performed for municipalities.  Simply put, the Project 

Team has a complete understanding of the specific challenges associated with the permitting 

and design of this new landfill at this site.  We come at this project from an informed 

perspective based upon our involvement in past and current solid waste practices for the Town 

of Brookhaven’s Department of Recycling and Sustainable Materials Management.   Our team 

will be able to immediately “hit the ground running” because of our familiarity and expertise in 

all eight (8) tasks required of our team.  We have a complete understanding of the regulatory 

requirements, experience working with the Town of Brookhaven, knowledge of each other’s 
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resources and abilities, institutional knowledge of the site as well as its history and lastly our 

Brookhaven based project management team will be available at a moment’s notice to manage 

all of the vital steps needed to successfully obtain approval of the ash monofill.  The following 

sections of our response will define in detail our team’s qualifications, experience, project 

organization, technical approach and assigned costs for the scope of work defined in this RFP.  

 

The manner in which this Project Team has been formed is centered on the specific nature of the 

work and knowing the importance of compliance with the New York State Municipal 

Consolidation and Efficiency Competition’s funding requirements.  We have carefully selected 

firms which have spanned decades in solid waste services directly for the Town at this site and 

services from minority owned enterprises (MBE), women-owned enterprises (WBE) as well as a 

certified service disabled veteran-owned business (SDVOB).  All companies which form this 

uniquely qualified project team have a wealth of landfill experience and a healthy appreciation 

of difficult planning actions.   We equally understand the significance of the funding source, the 

meaningful participation of these firms and the magnitude of the project’s success to this 

Township.   

 

The collective experience of our team’s resources will enable us to offer innovative design 

concepts (perimeter wall design, acquisition of land for horizontal expansion) and make 

intelligent decisions relative to appropriate infrastructure (localized leachate storage) needed to 

support the new disposal facility.  Having a daily presence on the site allows our project team to 

be sensitive to the other waste handling operations that occur on the site.   Our team has played 

an important part in the site’s development and transition which will serve as a valuable asset to 

the Town during this important project. 

 

The following narrative will provide an overview of each member of our Project Team.  Each 

team member’s qualifications, related experience, references and specific ability to meet the 

expected scope of work will be outlined in subsequent sections of our response.    

 

1.1 Overview of Project Team 

 

L.K. McLean Associates PC (Project Team Management, Conceptual Design Development, 

Landfill Design & Permitting Support Services, Traffic Engineering, Site Infrastructure, 

Project Surveyor) provides a broad range of services in the planning, design, and construction 

of public sector projects from our offices at 437 South Country Road, Brookhaven, New York and 

25 Newbridge Road, Suite 304 Hicksville, NY 11801.  We have been providing these types of 

services to government agencies and institutions in the New York Metropolitan area since 1950, 

a period of over 67 years. The principal focus of our practice is government agency work.  

Currently, over 95 percent of our work involves services to agencies such as yours. 

 

LKMA has the requisite resources and personnel to provide you with services on time and within 

budget. Our staff of more than 80 people, 20 of whom hold professional licenses, are 

accustomed to working in a governmental agency environment, and are particularly attuned to 

handling a wide variety of solid waste projects.  The trademark of all projects, whether large or 
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small, is the active involvement of at least one of the principals or associates of the firm.  We 

believe this personalized service is largely responsible for the continued success of the firm in 

Brookhaven.  We are also proud of our client relationships and encourage you to contact any of 

our clients included in our team’s reference section. 

 

We feel we are particularly qualified to be part of this team based upon our rich history and 

direct experience working at the Brookhaven Landfill.  We have provided engineering design, 

permitting, surveying and construction certification services for almost all of the previous landfill 

cells and cap closure projects.  The Town will have the same personnel that has been providing 

solid waste services on a daily basis as part of our management team.  Our engineering and 

surveying knowledge of the entire site along with each task required of our team will provide 

the Town with the continuity and focus required to manage each phase of this project. 

 

 

The following subconsultants under LKMA comprise the remainder of the Project Team 

 

 

D&B Engineers and Architects, P.C. (Hydrogeologic Team Manager, Permitting/SEQR 

Support Services General Engineering Support Services) has over 35 years of experience in 

successfully providing pre-operational, operational and post-closure landfill testing services to 

municipalities throughout Long Island, as well as all phases of landfill planning and 

development, design, operations and maintenance, and closure. Their experience includes 

performing the Hydrogeologic Investigations for Cell 5 and Cell 6 of the Town of Brookhaven 

Landfill as part of the permit application process for these major landfill expansions in 

conformance with NYSDEC 6 NYCRR Part 360 regulations. D&B has also conducted the closure 

investigation for Cells 1 through 4.  D&B is currently responsible for conducting monitoring 

programs, which involves samples from groundwater monitoring wells and leachate collection 

and storage systems. In addition, D&B’s responsibilities include completing the data validation 

process on the analytical results along with the technical assessment, interpretation of the data 

(including assessment of historical trends), and preparation of monitoring reports at a number 

of landfills in New York State in conformance with Part 360 regulations. This includes their 

performance of the Unified Monitoring Program (UMP) for the Town of Brookhaven Landfill, 

which they have conducted since the inception of the UMP in 2005 and groundwater sampling 

for the Town of Islip Blydenburgh Road Landfill Complex.  In addition to these projects, D&B has 

also conducted numerous groundwater sampling programs, including data validation and 

assessment, and report preparation, at other sites which require compliance with NYSDEC 

regulations. These include over 100 Superfund sites located throughout New York State. 

 

The Project Team is extremely fortunate to have the specialized services of D&B along with their 

knowledge of the hydrogeologic history of the Brookhaven Landfill.  Historical knowledge of the 

site’s groundwater, relative to the SEQR process and permitting requirements for the new ash 

monofill, will be a vital part of the project’s success.  LKMA, as well as other members of the 

project team, has worked in the past on several assignments where surveying services are 

needed.  We will continue this same work arrangement on this project as well.   
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Cornerstone Engineering, Geology, and Land Surveying, PLLC (Landfill Design Team 

Manager, Permitting Team Manager, Facility Manual Manager and General Engineering 

Support).  Cornerstone’s staff members has been involved with the ongoing development of 

the Town of Brookhaven Landfill for almost 30 years. The listing of individual projects that 

comprise the whole of the Town of Brookhaven Landfill testify to the commitment of 

Cornerstone’s staff to the Town and depth of full comprehension regarding the landfill and its 

environmental control features.  In addition to their history and experience with the Town of 

Brookhaven, Cornerstone is experienced permitting new landfills and landfill expansions under 

the new, New York State Part 360 Solid Waste Regulations. 

 

Having Cornerstone’s talented and experienced staff on the Project Team is a significant as well 

as vital component to the success of designing and permitting the proposed ash monofill.  Every 

technical aspect of design, including MSE wall design (to increase vertical capacity) is to be 

managed by Cornerstone.  The institutional knowledge of having permitted and designed cells 

at the Brookhaven Landfill combined with the attributes from the other members of our Project 

Team will offer the best opportunity for a successful project (permit approval). 

 

VHB (SEQR Planning Team Manager) VHB’s passionate professionals include  engineers, 

scientists, planners, and designers who partner with public and private clients in the 

transportation, real estate, institutional, and energy industries, as well as federal, state, and local 

governments. Together, they work to improve mobility, enhance communities and economic 

vitality, and balance development and infrastructure needs with environmental stewardship. 

They’re a team—1,400 strong—eager to deliver value by embracing clients’ goals, anticipating 

challenges, building lasting partnerships, and always providing an exceptional experience. VHB is 

passionate about making meaningful contributions to the world through the work they do, and 

they are proud, yet humbled, to have been doing this for 40 years. 

VHB specializes in the preparation of State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) 

documentation to help clients, decision makers, and the public understand a project’s impacts, 

alternatives, and mitigation needs. Their staff has worked with municipalities, development 

corporations, institutions, property owners, and developers to complete some of the most 

complex environmental reviews in Long Island history. VHB’s thorough understanding of SEQRA 

compliance needs, as well as their proven ability to provide quality and dependable service 

under tight deadlines, is the foundation of their longstanding relationship with local, state, and 

federal review agencies.  

 

RTP Environmental (SEQR Support Services, Permitting Support Services and Facility 

Manual Support Services) was founded in 1978 by a group of experienced scientists and 

engineers. That group has grown substantially and provides professional environmental 

consulting services to a variety of industrial, commercial, and governmental clients. RTP has 

seven regional offices located in New York, New Jersey, Colorado, California, South Carolina, 

North Carolina, and Louisiana, as well as several branch offices. RTP is a closely held corporation 

managed by senior professionals. RTP's regional offices are managed by individuals with 

extensive technical experience from diverse backgrounds, ranging from large international 
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consulting/engineering firms to governmental environmental agencies. Its Principals are actively 

involved with projects, focused on technical contributions in addition to the optimization of staff 

activities. Principals also review work products, participate on conference calls, and are available 

for meetings with clients and government agencies; therefore, the benefit of the Principals’ 

extensive experience is available, when needed. 

 

The specific areas of RTP’s experience includes multi-media environmental permitting for 

Greenfield and Brownfield development, facility expansions, due diligence reviews of facilities, 

and regulatory defense of operating facilities and proposed projects. These are described under 

the markets section of our website www.rtpenv.com and where a comprehensive list of services 

can be found. RTP’s staff has worked at state and federal agencies, in corporate management, as 

environmental compliance managers and assisting project developers. The firm develops timely 

and cost effective approaches to permit application preparation, training, modeling analyses, 

ambient monitoring needs, as well as environmental testing and analytical services to satisfy all 

regulatory environmental compliance requirements.  The Project Team is privileged to have the 

specialized services and the wealth of regulatory air experience of Ken Skipka and his 

environmental team on this project. 

 

Kosuri Engineering & Consulting PC (Landfill Design Support Services, Facility Manual 

Support, Conceptual Design Support, CQA/CQC Plan Support) was founded on June 16, 

1997 in the State of New York. A Certificate of Incorporation with the NYS Department of State 

was obtained as a Service Company, providing Diversified Corporate Services with a service code 

of 11.  

 

Kosuri Engineering & Consulting PC was involved in the siting and preparing of supporting 

design drawings for the first interim Ash-monofill on Long Island piggy backing on an existing 

MSW Landfill on the south side of the landfill. The one-acre Ash-monofill is situated on the 

southern side of the sloped terrain on the Town of Babylon MSW landfill. Ever since, Kosuri was 

involved in the preparation of Solid Waste Permit Application for several Ash-Monofill landfills in 

Babylon. The permitting process involved the responsibility for coordinating the entire permit 

application including assisting in the design and preparation of supporting documents for the 

completion of the permit application. In addition, Kosuri was directly involved in the design of 

the leachate collection, storage, transport and pumping station design. Kosuri Associates PC’s 

involvement in the siting and construction of Ash-Monofills on Long Island provides the Project 

Team with a demonstratively unique attribute relative to this project at the Brookhaven Landfill. 

  

Pinewoods Engineering (Design & Permitting Support, SWPPP Preparer, General 

Engineering Support) is a professional civil engineering consulting firm specializing in 

stormwater management, hydrology and hydraulics, and sustainable design. The firm was 

established in 2014 by President and Principal Civil Engineering, Sara Gilbert, P.E. and is 

headquartered in Rochester, New York.  Pinewoods Engineering is most known for expertise 

with complex hydrologic and hydraulic analysis including stormwater management using green 

infrastructure design, regional hydrologic studies and floodplain modeling.   Pinewood’s 

extensive experience in green infrastructure design includes: bioretention facilities, infiltration 
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basins and trenches, bio-swales and filtering practices.  The firm has provided stormwater 

management design services, New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 

(NYSDEC) permitting, and preparation of Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans, on many high-

profile projects including the ±$25M Niagara Falls State Park Landscape Revitalization Initiative 

and the New York Power Authority’s Visitor Center at the Utica Zoo.  As a small firm with 

focused proficiency, Pinewoods is able to offer a unique level of industry expertise, attention 

and innovation to each project.   

 

Pinewoods Engineering has worked closely with Cornerstone’s Environmental Group on 

numerous custom-designed anaerobic digester biogas facilities.  With Cornerstone providing 

the environmental permitting expertise and Pinewoods providing stormwater management and 

drainage designs, the firms have helped several of these on-going projects in the various 

feasibility, permitting and construction stages.   Their role on LKMA’s Project Team will be to 

engineer the drainage design associated with the ash monofill, prepare a stormwater pollution 

prevention plan and provide engineering support for the permitting and design tasks.  

Pinewood’s expertise in stormwater management combined with LKMA’s history of designing 

drainage systems for most of the site’s capping projects will provide the Town with a 

comprehensive design that is sensitive to surrounding properties, the existing freshwater 

wetlands (headwaters of Beaverdam Creek) and other waste handling facilities (infrastructure) on 

site.  

 

Hayduk Engineering (General Engineering Support Services) is a Town of Brookhaven based 

consulting engineering firm with multi-disciplined capabilities. Since 1984, Hayduk’s major areas 

of practice have included civil and sanitary engineering and the firm has developed a strong 

reputation in these areas over the years.  In recent years transportation engineering and 

construction administration/inspection have become growing areas of practice for the firm.  In 

addition to civil engineering, Hayduk Engineering, LLC also provides structural, mechanical, 

process, electrical, and instrumentation engineering.   

 

Clearview Consultants, LLC (SEQR Support Services, Project Management Support 

Services, General Engineering Support, Governmental Affairs) was founded in 1995 by 

William C. Miller, Jr., PE former Executive Vice President of William F. Cosulich Associates, PC 

Environmental Engineers of Woodbury, NY and Senior Partner of Dvirka & Bartilucci Consulting 

Engineers of Syosset, NY.  Clearview is structured to deliver a variety of outsourced specialized 

professional services to today’s private and public companies, as well as public agencies that 

have downsized to deliver only core services. The Firm’s specialized practice areas are Waste 

Management (Collection, Transfer & Transport, Disposal and Recycling), Manufacturing, Service 

Industries (Commercial, Institutional, Government and Transportation) and Financial Services. 

Clearview has exceptional experience in waste management administration, facilities and 

operations. Leveraging this expertise, they are able to provide analytical, planning, management, 

technical and transaction consulting services to their clients, in the following specialized areas. 

 

Established in 1995, Clearview Consultants, LLC is structured to deliver its exceptional core 

experience and expertise as outsourced strategic management professional services to the 

public sector in the highly specialized field of Solid Waste Management. Clearview’s Principal, 
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William C. Miller, Jr., PE has successfully completed over 150 Solid Waste Management based 

assignments for 80 different public and private sector clients in 22-States and 5-foreign 

countries. These activities have included Municipal Solid Waste Management facilities planning, 

permitting, construction monitoring, start-up and commissioning.  The Project Team is very 

pleased to have the skillset and experience of Bill Miller to support certain aspects of the SEQR 

process, attend certain meetings and provide support to the Town relative to the financial 

assurance component of the new ash monofill.  Clearview’s role will be to supplement the 

services offered by other members.  Mr. Miller has a wealth of experience and knowledge in the 

world of solid waste and will be an asset to the Project Team when the Town needs to interact 

with applicable agencies.  Clearview can assist the Town’s Department of Finance with the 

financial assurance component of the new ash monofill permitting process.  They can support 

the preparation of financial reports to address this task.   

 

It is important to know that all of the companies that comprise LKMA’s Project Team are experts 

in the specific Tasks outlines in the RFP, many of whom the Town relies upon on a routine basis.  

This team will execute each of these tasks with the highest level of proficiency and quality for 

the Town.   The majority of the team has Professional Services contracts with the Town of 

Brookhaven.  We plan on staying within the framework defined in the contract which should 

minimize or make any negotiations simpler. As demonstrated in the past, LKMA has worked with 

all members of the team and will function as one cohesive group.  The Staffing & Project 

Organization section contained within this response will define each of the key members from 

each firm and the tasks that they will be assigned to.  The Town can be assured that these 

specific individuals will be familiar to them, as they have worked on behalf of the Town for many 

projects over many years. 
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2.0 QUALIFICATIONS, RELATED EXPERIENCE & REFERENCES 

 

2.1 Background Information  

a. LKMA was founded in 1950 in Wantagh and relocated to the Town of Brookhaven 

in the 1960’s, when the Town Supervisor at the time asked that our firm act as 

Town Engineer.   

b. LKMA is a professional corporation. 

c.  Our office is located at 437 South Country Road, Brookhaven, NY 11719, with 

additional office spaces at 415 South Country Road and 25 Newbridge Road, 

Hicksville. 

d. LKMA provides a broad range of services, however our team excels in solid waste 

management services, the design and construction of marine bulkheads, roadway 

and drainage design in NYS right-of-ways, construction inspection, and 

environmental redevelopment projects with the removal of invasive species.   

e. Total number of employees in company-80   

f. Hours of operation are Monday through Friday 8:00 am to 4:30 pm. 

g. LKMA is an Equal Opportunity Employer and complies with Federal, State and 

local laws and regulations.    

 

2.2 Ability and Demonstrated Competence 

a. The LKMA Project Team has successfully completed numerous projects similar to 

the Ash Monofill Project proposed by the Town.  The LKMA Team has 

comprehensive experience in each of the disciplines required to undertake and 

successfully complete this project on behalf of the Town of Brookhaven.  

 

This collective experience has been broken down by each member of our Project Team. 

 

LKMA’s experience at the Brookhaven Landfill alone involves project development (site 

infrastructure), conceptual and master design of the Brookhaven Landfill, survey and 

mapping of the 540-acre site, past drainage design, comprehensive watershed analysis, 

design of every partial cap closure (11 cap closure projects) since 1991, engineering 

support (to Cornerstone/Emcon/Shaw) for the  permitting and design of Cells 4, 5 and 6, 

obtained construction certification acceptance from NYSDEC for the last sixteen (16) 

phases of cell construction, overall compliance with regulatory requirements, design of 

leachate collection/conveyance/storage systems, preparation of past CQA/CQC plans, 

project management and general engineering support on a daily basis for the 

Department of Recycling & Sustainable Material Management.    

 

D&B Engineers and Architects, P.C. (D&B) has approximately 30 years of direct 

experience at the Brookhaven Landfill, and over 35 years of successfully providing pre-

operational, operational and post-closure landfill testing services to municipalities 

throughout Long Island, as well as all phases of landfill planning and development, 

design, operations and maintenance, and closure. D&B’s direct Brookhaven Landfill 

experience includes performing the Hydrogeologic Investigations for Cell 5 and Cell 6 of 
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the Town of Brookhaven Landfill as part of the permit application process for these 

major landfill expansions in conformance with NYSDEC 6 NYCRR Part 360 regulations. 

D&B also conducted the closure investigation for Cells 1 through 4. Currently, D&B 

implements the Unified Monitoring Program for the Town of Brookhaven Landfill, which 

they have conducted since the inception of the program in 2005, and also monitors the 

leachate plume on an annual basis. D&B provides other engineering services for the 

Town as requested, which currently includes treatment of the leachate tanks using 

hydrogen peroxide for odor control. 

 

Cornerstone Engineering’s staff have been responsible for the design, permitting and 

construction support services associated with Cell 4’s design and permitting, all nine (9) 

operational phases of Cell 5, Cell 6’s design and permit application (2001) and all thirteen 

(13) phases of Cell 6.  Cornerstone staff has worked closely with LKMA’s construction 

team in the successful certification of Cell 4, 7 of the 9 phases in Cell 5 and 10 of the 13 

phases of Cell 6.  Their tight working relationship will continue in 2019 with the 

construction certification of Phases 11, 12 &13 in Cell 6.   

 

VHB provides clients with a team of local, highly experienced professionals who have 

shepherded countless projects through the SEQRA process in Brookhaven. They 

understand the practical applications of SEQRA guidelines and are familiar with the Town 

of Brookhaven Planning staff. They will prepare all SEQRA-related documentation, 

including the Environmental Assessment Forms, anticipated Environmental Impact 

Statement (Draft and Final Scopes) and a Findings Statement with an approval to 

advance as the ultimate goal under Task 1.   They have had favorable outcomes relative 

to the SEQR process on challenging projects in Brookhaven and beyond.   

 

RTP Environmental Associates, Inc. (RTP) has been providing environmental 

consulting services to the Town of Brookhaven (Town) on a continuing basis since 1995.  

Beginning in June 1995, the Town requested RTP to review the Draft and Final 

Environmental Impact Statements for the proposed major expansion of the existing 

landfill.  There were objections to the landfill expansion related to air quality impacts 

associated with the landfilling of incinerator ash.  RTP developed a monitoring and 

analysis plan that was approved by the presiding Administrative Law Judge (ALJ).  RTP 

then performed the monitoring and provided an analysis of air quality impacts 

associated with landfilling incinerator ash.  The findings were approved by the ALJ and 

subsequently the Town landfill expansion project was approved. 

 

RTP continued monitoring various aspects of the landfill including a multi component 

quarterly monitoring effort of all potential air emissions from the Landfill and associated 

activities.  Onsite meteorological data was also monitored by RTP to assist in evaluating 

the sources and their impact on observed concentrations.  These data provided an 

extremely important source of actual impacts associated with an operating landfill and 

were used effectively in minimizing the questions and responses to the second major 

expansion of the Landfill referred to as the Cell 6 expansion.  The Environmental Impact 
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Statement (EIS) process for Cell 6 was completed on an extremely shortened schedule as 

a result of the analyses and data provided by RTP. 

 

Over the more than 23 years during which RTP has supplied consulting services to the 

Town, the firm has been involved in monitoring various air pollutants, meteorological 

parameters, performing diffusion modeling analyses, preparing emission inventories, 

performing stack tests, preparing environmental permits, preparing compliance plans, 

negotiating permit conditions with Federal and State agencies, various recording and 

recordkeeping activities, monitoring other facilities including air toxic monitoring of 

various waste haulers to the landfill, preparing responses to Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) Section 114 inquiries, addressing Notice of Violations issued by EPA, 

supporting site and management staff with various environmental issues including odor, 

personal protective equipment, human health concerns, preparing sections of operating 

and maintenance plans for various landfill gas control systems, negotiating aspects of 

contracts with vendors, monitoring vendor/subcontractor activities, etc. 

 

RTP is very familiar with the terms and conditions stipulated in the Town's Air Permits 

and Order on Consent and the tasks the Town is obligated to complete to satisfy the 

conditions thereof.  RTP has developed and refined a set of streamlined procedures to 

comply with various air related requirements for all expected programs contained in this 

proposal.  RTP has also developed and continues to maintain the specialized equipment 

and attendant services necessary to meet the program requirements.  RTP will be able to 

continue to perform these services for the 2019 calendar year.  Our project team used 

over the past several years has remained essentially unchanged and the same team is 

available for 2019.  Our relationship with the Town has been extremely effective in both 

designing and maintaining high quality programs to assure the facilities associated with 

the Town of Brookhaven Landfill and other facilities continue to operate within the rules 

and regulations established by Suffolk County, New York State and Federal Agencies. 

 

The services provided to date show a continuing improvement in the quality of the data 

being collected.  The results have saved the Town very substantial sums and have 

allowed the continuation of the major revenue streams associated with landfilling 

activities.  RTP also maintains constant contact with the State and Federal regulatory 

agencies regarding the ever changing regulatory climate and, therefore, is able to quickly 

respond to modified regulations.  RTP’s staff is dedicated to assuring the Town's projects 

remain a high priority and our team is available to address any modifications deemed 

necessary by the Town. 

 

Kosuri Engineering & Consulting, PC (MBE) was founded on June 16, 1997 in the State 

of New York. Certificate of Incorporation with the NYS Department of State was obtained 

as a Service Company, providing Diversified Corporate Services with a service code of 11.  

The company is led by its President Eshwar Kosuri PE who has a diverse background in 

solid waste engineering and landfill design. They have performed structural engineering 

and provided solid waste services with members of our team on many municipal 
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projects.  Independently they have worked with the Town of Babylon (ash monofill) and 

North Hempstead at their landfills.  The Project Team is very pleased to have the services 

of Kosuri Associates to assist with the MSE berm design, CQA/CQC Plan and elements of 

the Facility Manual.  

 

Pinewoods Engineering (WBE) has provided stormwater management design services, 

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) permitting, and 

preparation of Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans, on many high-profile projects 

including the ±$25M Niagara Falls State Park Landscape Revitalization Initiative and the 

New York Power Authority’s Visitor Center at the Utica Zoo.  As a small firm with focused 

proficiency, Pinewoods is able to offer a unique level of industry expertise, attention and 

innovation to each project.   

 

Clearview Consultants LLC (William Miller P.E.) served as consultant to 40% of New 

York State’s municipal governments (counties, cities and towns), including the Town of 

Brookhaven dating back to 1984…the year of NY’s Long Island Landfill Law; and have 

been directly involved in the planning, permitting, implementation and oversight of forty 

(40) Municipal Solid Waste Management infrastructure projects including the Town of 

Brookhaven’s  first Yaphank Landfill Cell Expansion planning and permitting, original 

“Trash-for Ash” negotiated Agreement with the Town of Hempstead and American Rep-

Fuel (now Covanta Energy), Materials Recycling Facility conception, competitive RFP 

solicitation; permitting; as well as Construction and Start-up Commissioning oversight, 

Curbside Recycling Program planning and initial start-up and Original Refuse Collection 

Districts’ structuring, competitive procurement process and contracts.     

 

Hayduk Engineering, LLC key staff members have extensive experience in landfill/solid 

waste engineering, including landfill permitting and design; landfill capping; leachate 

collection, pumping, storage and treatment systems; and methane collection and 

migration control systems. Many of these projects were on Long Island or in the New 

York metropolitan area, including some limited experience at the Brookhaven Landfill.  

 

b. The LKMA Project Team has extensive knowledge of the immediate project 

area from the following completed projects conducted not only for the Town of 

Brookhaven but for the Department of Recycling & Sustainable Material 

Management at the Brookhaven Landfill.  Many associated with the LKMA Team 

have performed the exact scope of work required to successfully permit and 

design the ash monofill.  While some firms or project teams may have some or 

limited direct experience working at the Town of Brookhaven Landfill, our team 

has had the pleasure and benefit to work for the Town at its landfill for an 

extended period of time.  We assume that this multi-decade working relationship 

and dependency upon our team’s resources (for each specialty service provided) 

is a sign of satisfaction, an endorsement of confidence in our abilities and lastly a 

firm symbol of competence by various members of our project team.    
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There is not a single task or subtask outlined in the RFP’s Scope of Work 

section that has not yet been performed successfully, at this specific landfill, 

by members of our project team.   Simply put, we know of no other firm or 

project team that can truthfully make that statement. 

 

c. The scope of work detailed in the RFP contains eight (8) tasks that encompass the 

following efforts: project concept and design, the SEQRA process, permit 

application and issuance requirements, design drawing and narratives defining 

project details, technical details, hydrogeological and change details, CQA/CQC, a 

facility manual required by state rules recently passed, and project management / 

engineering support services. A team approach is therefore required to enlist the 

talents and skills required in each area to achieve a complete, acceptable and 

implementable project. Selecting the most capable individuals and groups to 

undertake various roles will be the responsibility of team management.  

 

The project will be divided into sections where experienced professionals will 

each take on the responsibility of defining the work products and the actions 

necessary in the areas of expertise. A plan of action will be developed for each 

section and compared against project requirements to assure all topics are 

addressed to appropriate levels of detail. The project plan will also cover issues 

including on time, on budget performance and addressing the technical and 

associated details to allow minimal modifications upon review. Critiques of 

proposed actions will be developed internally including optional approaches and 

work products and will be modified, if required, to minimize the potential for fatal 

flaws and second guessing. 

 

These management principles have been applied and tested in numerous 

previous efforts. The team members will be encouraged to utilize qualified 

resources to continually improve the design concepts and enhance the data that 

will be used to define the overall costs and benefits of the design. Resources 

available at the Town, as well as other associates, will be called upon to assist in 

these efforts. Fortunately, our team has the experience with having completed 

numerous successful projects very similar to the proposed ash monofill and the 

Project Team will endeavor to provide an approach that will be an example for 

others. 

 

Our Project Team has the resources, as defined above and in other sections of 

this proposal, to complete the scope of work. We are currently providing identical 

services that will be required by this project including, but not limited to: working 

along with Town staff and onsite contractors; coordinating and organizing 

various monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements; developing 

assessments of environmental impacts and presenting remediation options; 

negotiating with various regulatory groups and involving the public in the review 
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and decision aspects; while maintaining strict budget control, internal 

coordination and cooperation. 

 

The team members of our Project Team are talented in their individual areas of 

expertise. Most have worked closely together on projects for the Town as well as 

on other projects. They fully understand that it is not an independent set of tasks 

but a series of interrelated tasks. It is not the success of an individual group but 

the success of the project that is paramount. 

 

 Our Project Team is accustomed to providing prompt and reliable environmental 

planning, solid waste engineering services and permitting of landfills in a timely 

and responsive manner.  Our reputation in this area of expertise is exemplary, 

and our performance has resulted in consistent repeat awards of these contracts 

by numerous clients on Long Island and beyond.  Competitive advantages that 

our Project Team has over other firms/teams in the same industry to perform 

these services is as follows; 

 

 More direct collective experience performing the same exact work at the 

same specific site.  

 Decades of survey & mapping of the site.  We are the only team that has an 

updated property boundary survey of the landfill.  Our team’s 

environmentalist and surveyors were the last to flag and obtain the limits of 

the existing regulated freshwater wetlands adjacent to the site of the 

proposed ash monofill. 

 Daily operational and construction management experience to enhance 

methods of design, promotion of certain materials, and avoidance of 

methods/materials that have been problematic.  

 A comprehensive knowledge of the site’s infrastructure. 

 Local planning experience and familiarity with the Township on challenging 

projects that require an EIS. 

 Specialists to support and strengthen issues (air, water, toxicology, landfill 

design) that will be challenged vigorously during the SEQR and Permitting 

process. 

 Local Brookhaven based team that has its office in the shadow of the landfill, 

who can manage this project continuously and be available at a moment’s 

notice. 

  

All of the above referenced advantages will allow our Project Team to hit the 

ground running, without a learning curve and have a comprehensive 

understanding of the importance each task has on the project’s success. 
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2.3 Client References  

 

Our Project team has collectively identified at least three (3) of these municipal clients the Town 

of Brookhaven may contact as references.  Please refer to Appendix “A” which has used the form 

provided in Exhibit “A” which describes the work performed, appropriate value of these 

contracts, including name, job title, address, telephone number. 

 

2.4  Default/Litigation 

  

LKMA has not been found to be in default on any contract.    The following are pending lawsuits:  

 

 Two alleged “trip and fall” cases involving boardwalk projects. LKMA had no 

involvement in one of the projects; on the other, the complainant fell off a 5” high 

step two years after project completion and is claiming personal injury. 

 

 Two cases claiming injury at the Town of Brookhaven landfill site during normal facility 

operations.  On both cases, the operations which were being performed were not 

under our construction inspection purview. 

 

 We have no pending litigation against us, and never have, regarding landfill design and 

permitting services.  

 

2.5 Revocation and/or License Suspension 

 

There have not been any actions in the last 10 years which have resulted in the revocation or 

suspension of the firm, any of its officers or their license to do business.  
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3.0      STAFFING AND PROJECT ORGANIZATION 

 

3.1   Project Organization 

 

In response to the specific requirements set forth in the RFP and Addendum No.1, 2 and 3, 

LKMA has assembled an accomplished Project Team, highly qualified and experienced in 

performing all of the environmental planning, design and permitting services described in the 

RFP.  An Organization Chart showing key personnel we would make available to the Town for 

this project may be found following this section. 

 

The LKMA Team is particularly experienced in performing the tasks associated with the project 

as evidenced by our work experience which may be found in Section 2.  The Project Team has 

been structured to offer a seamless organization that will function responsively to the needs and 

challenges of this project through the delegation of key responsibilities to a relatively small 

group of dedicated project and discipline leaders.  This form of project organization will 

establish a cohesive project operating unit that will assign accountability to a limited number of 

experienced senior staff, all with extensive solid waste engineering, environmental planning 

(SEQR), hydrogeologic investigation & analysis, survey/mapping services and project managerial 

experience on significant Town of Brookhaven projects. 

 

Christopher F. Dwyer, will serve as our Project Team’s Project Manager.  Chris has over 27 

years of solid waste experience.  His experience ranges from planning, environmental permitting, 

conceptual design, landfill design, stormwater management, construction administration and 

construction certification.  Since his arrival in 1991, he has had the benefit to be part of every 

major cell construction and cap closure project at the Brookhaven Landfill.  In 1993, his 

management and leadership skills were required very early in his career when he had to fill the 

role of resident engineer and project manager due to vacancies left in the firm.  Since then Mr. 

Dwyer has successfully managed the design and construction certification of fourteen (14) cap 

closures on Long Island (Brookhaven, Smithtown and East Hampton) and has managed the 

certification of seventeen (17) phases of cell construction for the Town of Brookhaven.   His 

knowledge of this landfill, solid waste regulations and all of the permitting/design processes will 

enable him to lead the Project Team on this challenging project.  

 

Gil Anderson, PE, will serve as our Quality Assurance Engineer.  Gil has extensive experience 

with all facets of this project, has lived in the immediate area for almost 40 years, has been a 

member of the Stony Brook Harbor Task Force, has chaired the Suffolk County Dredge 

Screening Committee, and has managed many high many high profile projects in his tenure.  Gil 

has recently joined LKMA after serving 12 years as the Commissioner of the Suffolk County 

Department of Public Works.   Dan Jedlicka, PLS, is the Project Team’s Project Land Surveyor 

and Mapping Supervisor.   Dan has over 30 years of experience in surveying and mapping.  He 

has been with LKMA since he retired from the NY State Department of Transportation in 2010.  

While with the Long Island State Park and Recreation Commission, Dan completed numerous 

surveys of marine structures, including bathymetric surveys.  His LKMA experience includes 

survey and mapping for dredging projects, “On-Call” Surveying assignments for NYSDOT, and 
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marina/bulkhead stormwater projects for the Town of Islip.  Both Gil and Dan will provide 

support and guidance to the Project Team relative to the project management services and 

surveying requirements of this demanding project. 

 

Dan Johnson (LKMA) will support the Project Team relative to closure design, CQA/CQC plan 

and general engineering support.   Mr. Johnson has a varied background in the environmental 

field having participated in landfill, wetland, hydrology/groundwater, ecology, marine 

aquaculture and water quality projects. He is OSHA certified in HAZWOPER and permit required 

confined space entry and has completed the necessary training according to 6NYCRR Part 360-

1.14(u)(2) for Landfill Operator certification.  Dan has been a key part of LKMA’s success relative 

to the design and construction certification of landfill cap closures, new cell construction (Cells 5 

& 6) and the infrastructure that supports the active and inactive landfills.  Leigh Young, RLA 

(LKMA) is a Senior CADD Designer who has prepared numerous permit, conceptual/master plan 

and construction drawings for a multitude of cap closure projects, waste handling facilities and 

site infrastructure at the Brookhaven Landfill for the past 35 years.  Mr. Young has a diverse 

skillset in survey, mapping and design which has been a fundamental part of LKMA’s long 

history of successful projects at the Brookhaven Landfill.  

 

Gail Pesner, AICP (VHB) is the Project Team’s Environmental Planning (SEQR) Manager.  Gail 

is an experienced Senior Project Manager proficient in land use, zoning, and environmental 

planning. She has thorough knowledge of the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) 

and prepares Environmental Assessment Forms and Environmental Impact Statements for 

private and municipal clients throughout Long Island. She has managed environmental analyses 

for a wide range of single- and mixed-use development programs. Gail was also planning 

consultant to the Villages of Lake Success and Muttontown for several long-term ongoing 

projects. Gail’s relevant experience preparing EIS’s and NYS Solid Waste Permits for large and 

prominent projects in Brookhaven (American Organic Energy Anaerobic Digester Facility, 

Yaphank, NY, Ronkonkoma HUB & 168-Acre Mixed Use) will enable her to manage the 

important SEQR process associated with this project. 

 

Louis Bekofsky (VHB) will provide oversight and administration of the Environmental Planning 

component of our Project Team.  After more than a decade of public service Louis joined VHB 

where he leads entitlement/approval strategies for complex projects, and assists clients with the 

administration of SEQRA and NEPA processes.  Theresa Elkowitz (VHB) will provide strategic 

advice and QA/QC services relative to the SEQR process. Terri is well-versed in the intricacies of 

the State Environmental Quality Review Act process and has prepared numerous planning and 

zoning studies, led environmental assessments, and offered expert testimony before local 

governments on planning, zoning, and environmental issues. David M. Wortman (VHB) David 

specializes in environmental analysis and documentation for real estate, energy, municipal, and 

institutional projects in accordance with New York SEQRA requirements.  LKMA and VHB 

recently worked together on the Middle Island Solar Farm which required an E.I.S. and received a 

favorable outcome to move forward to construction.   
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Mark A. Swyka P.E. (Cornerstone) is the Project Team’s Landfill Permitting & Design 

Manager.  Mr. Mark Swyka has over 35 years of experience in solid waste management, and the 

design, permitting, and construction of municipal waste, industrial waste, and hazardous waste 

landfills. His experience includes design, construction, and certification of landfill baseliners, 

leachate management systems, landfill gas (LFG) management systems, and final cover systems. 

He has contributed to the design of more than several dozen landfill facilities across the United 

States as project engineer, project manager, or certifying engineer. Mr. Swyka is routinely called 

upon for expert project review and evaluation as well as preparation for testimony. His broad 

base of solid waste experience includes supporting municipal agencies and private firms with 

operations, procurement, and compliance.  Mark’s qualifications combined with his vast history 

of success at the Brookhaven Landfill will provide this Project Team (who he has worked with for 

decades) with leadership and guidance through the permitting and design tasks of this project. 

 

Andrew Schellberg (Cornerstone) will provide engineering design services for the Project 

Team. Mr. Andrew Schellberg has over 25 years of experience preparing permit applications and 

executing detailed designs for the construction and operation of solid waste management 

facilities. Mr. Schellberg’s proven track record of successful design and construction bid 

document preparation is an extension of his diverse design background, the application of 

technological tools and resources, and an acute attention to detail. Bodhi Piedmont-

Fleischmann, P.E. (Cornerstone) will join Andrew in providing engineering design services as 

well.  Bodhi’s project work includes preparing solid waste facility permit applications, 

certification reports, operations and maintenance manuals, contingency plans, environmental 

health impact drawings and reports, engineering drawings and reports, engineering quantity 

and cost estimates, landfill cell and capping construction documents, stormwater and leachate 

collection system design, preparing technical specifications, and landfill gas collection system 

design.  Both Andrew and Bodhi have worked closely with LKMA and other member of this 

Project Team on past landfill design projects in Brookhaven.  Carl W. Eller P.E. (Cornerstone) 

will support the landfill design team as their geotechnical manager.  Mr. Carl Eller has over 40 

years of professional experience in environmental and geotechnical engineering. As a 

professional engineer, he has conducted and managed a wide variety of engineering projects for 

both public and private sector clients. His geotechnical experience includes investigations and 

evaluations for bridge and building foundations, retaining walls, bulkheads, tunnels, slopes, and 

embankments.  Carl’s past experience designing retaining walls will be a vital component of the 

new ash monofill.   

 

Richard M. Walka (D&B) will serve as the Project Team’s Director of Hydrogeologic Services.  

Mr. Walka’s professional environmental career spans almost 44 years with over 12 years of 

experience with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Region 2 office in New York and 

over 31 years of experience in the consulting environmental engineering sector with D&B 

Engineers and Architects, P.C./Dvirka and Bartilucci Consulting Engineers (D&B).  Rich’s direct 

experience working with the Town of Brookhaven and its consultants combined with his past 

role as a regulator will direct the Project Team relative to all matters pertaining to hydrogeologic 

investigation, work plan and other environmental requirements of this project.  
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Anthony M. Caniano P.G (D&B) will serve as the Project Team’s Manager of Hydrogeologic 

Services.  Mr. Caniano is a licensed Professional Geologist in New York State, and has over 17 

years of professional experience focused on the technical development, implementation and 

management of environmental investigation and remediation programs at hazardous waste, 

brownfield and petroleum contaminated sites. His experience includes management of several 

petroleum and municipal landfill projects, including a former Class 2 Hazardous Waste Site. He 

has managed D&B’s work at the Brookhaven Landfill for the past 10+ years.   Edward J. Reilly 

(D&B) will serve as a Senior Landfill Engineer to support the Hydrogeologic component of the 

Project Team.  Mr. Reilly has over 34 years of experience in hazardous waste site remediation, 

water and wastewater treatment, landfill design and construction, and solid waste management. 

He currently serves as a Senior Engineer for the firm, with primary responsibility for the 

preparation and technical review of engineering design reports, remedial plans and 

specifications, and remedial construction submittals. He is an expert at the review of 

complicated contract documents for complex projects. Similar to Mr. Walka, both Anthony and 

Ed have extensive direct experience working for the Town of Brookhaven at the landfill in 

Yaphank. 

 

Sara L. Gilbert P.E. (Pinewoods Engineering – WBE) will serve as the Project Team’s Manager 

of Drainage & Stormwater Management (SWPPP).   Ms. Gilbert has 16 years of civil 

engineering experience working on a variety of large and small, commercial, transportation and 

public projects. The primary focus of her expertise is in hydrology, hydraulics, stormwater 

management, erosion and sediment control and sustainable design. She has prepared countless 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans for large scale projects in State Park Developments, State 

and County roads, University master plans, Industrial developments and many more sectors. For 

new or replacement bridge and culvert projects, she has prepared hydraulic analysis studies.  

Andrew D. Schmieder, P.E. (Pinewoods Engineering – WBE) will support Sara’s efforts in the 

drainage design and preparation of a SWPPP for the project.   Mr. Schmieder has +30 years of 

design and project management experience as a licensed Civil Engineer. His expertise is in both 

the structural and civil engineering disciplines. He has overseen the design and construction of 

numerous large multi-disciplined projects giving him expertise in all phases of design and 

construction.  He is well-respected for his technical expertise, ability to tackle new problems, and 

abilities to manage people and project requirements.  Both Sara and Andrew will combine their 

hydraulic talents with the vast information and experience that both LKMA and Cornerstone 

possess.  LKMA recently (2019) received an administrative approval for the stormwater pollution 

prevention plan associated with an alternate energy plant located at the Brookhaven Landfill.  

 

Kenneth Skipka, CCM (RTP Environmental Associates, Inc.) will serve as the Project Team’s Air 

Permitting Manager.  Mr. Skipka is a founding Principal in the RTP Environmental Associates, 

Inc., Westbury, New York office.  Mr. Skipka is a Certified Consulting Meteorologist. This 

experience and expertise is currently being applied to projects associated with the Brookhaven 

Landfill and to similar facilities at other municipalities, industrial, and commercial settings. 

Specifically, Mr. Skipka was involved in the permitting of Cell 5 at the Brookhaven Landfill which 

included an evaluation of the environmental and air quality impacts of landfilling incinerator ash. 

Mr. Skipka was also the principal investigator involved in monitoring and modeling of airborne 
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emissions from landfilling C/D debris including incinerator ash and the environmental permitting 

of both Cells 5 and 6. He was also involved in the environmental reviews of both of the 

Brookhaven landfill expansions, the public participation aspects and final approval of the projects. 

He has been intimately involved in monitoring, addressing and mitigating environmental impacts 

during the construction and operational phases of these projects. Ken will be support by his 

capable staff (Jessica A. Karras-Bailey, Jessica L. Buckley and Gary Grunseich PH.D.) that has 

intimate knowledge of the site. This experience with the local area, the environmental issues, and 

the regulatory and pubic interactions will be a critical part of the tasks involved in preparing the 

environmental assessments and the addressing issues to be faced by the proposed project.         

 

Eshwar Kosuri, PE (Kosuri Engineering & Consultants, PC – MBE) will serve as the Project 

Team’s Ash Monofill QA/QC Manager  As a licensed professional engineer with over 35 years 

of experience, Mr. Kosuri has demonstrated professional expertise in the siting, design, QA/QC, 

construction administration and preparing administrative duties in overseeing the proposed Ash 

monofill on Long Island. He has served as a Project Engineer/Designer/Construction Manager. 

Mr. Kosuri worked on the many phases and cells of the Town of Babylon ash-monofill. Relevant 

experience and/or involvement included preparation of documentation for submitting the 

NYSDEC Part 360 Permit Application to New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation, designed various elements for the construction of the Ash-monofills, provided 

construction management services including Quality Control and Quality Assurance and was 

involved in the Final Certification of the Ash-monofills to various levels as a design professional 

in each of these projects.  Eshwar’s specialized experience with an ash-monofill located on Long 

Island will enable our Project Team to have an informed perspective relative to operational 

issues, regulatory matters and critical design elements. 

 

William C. Miller, Jr., PE (Clearview) is the Project Team’s Governmental Affairs Manager. 

Bill has successfully completed over 150 Solid Waste Management based assignments for 80 

different public and private sector clients in 22-States and 5-foreign countries. These activities 

have included Municipal Solid Waste Management facilities planning, permitting, construction 

monitoring, start-up and commissioning.  The Project Team is very pleased to have the skillset 

and experience of Bill Miller & Clearview to support certain aspects of the SEQR process, attend 

meetings and provide support to the Town relative to the financial assurance component of the 

new ash monofill.  Clearview’s role will be to supplement the services offered by other members.  

Mr. Miller has a wealth of experience and knowledge in the world of solid waste and will be an 

asset to the Project Team when the Town needs to interact with applicable agencies.  Recently 

(2019) Mr. Miller’s efforts working closely with LKMA resulted in the approval by the Town 

Planning Department to construct and alternate energy facility (fuel cell) along the south side of 

the 540-acre landfill property.  Both Clearview Consultants, LLC and Mr. Miller are located in 

Town Council District 2 since 1996. 

 

Andrew S. Haimes, PE (Hayduk Engineering – SDVOB) is a Senior Sanitary Engineer will assist 

the Project Team’s Landfill Permitting & Design Team in code compliance.   Mr. Haimes has over 

45 years of experience in solid waste engineering, sanitary engineering, mechanical engineering, 

electrical engineering, expert testimony, and code compliance. His experience includes the 
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design of wastewater treatment facilities, pumping stations and force mains, buildings, landfills, 

water supply and distribution systems, electrical systems and controls, groundwater remediation, 

and related projects for public and private clients.   

 

3.2 Project Management Approach 

 

Project Management for this project will focus on four basic principles which all Project Team 

members are firmly committed to.  They are: 
 

1. Everyone working on the project understands, and focuses on, the project goals; 

2. Information will be readily available to all Team members; 

3. Lines of authority and responsibility will be clearly delineated, and; 

4. Quality of project will be a constant project goal. 

 

Management decisions throughout the life of the project will be strongly tied to these four 

principles.  The Project Team will use its experienced personnel to ensure compliance with the 

project goals and to maintain product quality.  The Project Officers, Project Manager and key 

functional leaders have been selected based on their experience and skill in performing 

environmental and landfill engineering design services.  The Quality Assurance Engineer will be 

assigned to ensure active communication among the Project Team members.   

 

3.3  Project Control 

 

To successfully progress this project within the project schedule, interaction and communication 

between all Project Team members and appointed Town representatives will be essential. 

 

Key control elements will include: 
 

 Kick-off meeting of all Team members, including appointed representatives of the Town 

and any other Town-authorized representatives. 
 

 Day-to-day coordination with the Town’s project representative will be maintained by 

the Project Manager, Christopher Dwyer.   Chris will be advised of all critical project 

events and involved in final decisions.  Formal meetings with the Town/State will be 

conducted at appropriate intervals to discuss the environmental planning process, 

technical issues, work progress and permitting/design schedule. 

 

3.4 Organizational Chart 

 

Our Organizational Chart identifying the interrelationship of the team member firms, and the 

individual members of those firms, may be found following this section. 

 

3.5  Resumes of Key Personnel 

 

Resumes of key personnel that we will make available for the project may be found in our 

Appendix “C”. 
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4.0 PROJECT UNDERSTANDING & TECHNICAL APPROACH 
 

This section will clearly demonstrate the Project Team’s ability to meet the “Scope of Work” 

required by each of the eight tasks identified in the RFP.  Each section will describe succinctly 

how our Project Team will accomplish the scope of work (SOW) and satisfy the Town’s objectives 

described in the RFP.   Within Section 4.0 of our response each Task has been broken down to 

define the detailed technical approach we will take to complete each part or subtask.  We 

understand the Town intends to engage the successful consultant for a period of three years.  

Based upon the collective experience and proven track record of our Project Team we feel 

confident that the time frame is appropriate and we would expect to complete the SOW within 

that period of time.  The work products and deliverables have been listed at the conclusion of 

each task described in Section 4.0.  Knowing the familiarity our Project Team has with the project 

site, the Town of Brookhaven (all applicable Departments within) and the NYSDEC (Region 1 

Staff and Central Office) it is reasonable to state that our team would require the least amount 

of information or staff assistance from the Town than any other responder to this RFP. 

 

I. STATE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REVIEW (SEQR) 

 

As a key member of the Project Team VHB will assist the Brookhaven Town Board, as lead 

agency, with the administration and implementation of the State Environmental Quality Review 

Act (SEQRA) review and documentation process for the Proposed Action, defined as the 

construction of a Proposed “Ashfill” or “Ash Monofill” to be sited at the Town of Brookhaven 

Solid Waste Complex in Yaphank.  As stipulated in 6 NYCRR Part 617 and its implementing 

regulations, when evaluating an action, agencies, such as the Town Board are required to: 
 

 Identify the potential significant adverse environmental impacts associated with the 

adoption and implementation of the proposed changes. 

 Analyze the potential significant adverse environmental impacts. 

 Make a “reasoned elaboration” with respect to its “determination of significance.” 

 

VHB will work closely with the Town to ensure proper SEQRA compliance for the Proposed 

Action. Information included in the NYSDEC Part 360 Solid Waste Management Facility permit 

application (hereinafter “Part 360 permit application materials”) will be relied upon for 

preparation of SEQRA documentation. 

 

To assist the Town, VHB has assigned our most experienced SEQRA experts to the project.  Terri 

Elkowitz, Senior Vice President, Northeast Regional Manager, will provide strategic oversight 

throughout the project. Louis Bekofsky, Director of Environmental Planning, will provide project 

oversight and administration, and review project materials to ensure accuracy, completeness and 

quality. Louis will attend meetings with the Town and project team and be responsible for 

providing high quality services on time and within budget. Gail Pesner will serve as the day-to-

day Project Manager, and along with David Wortman, will be responsible for preparing all 

necessary documentation to satisfy SEQRA and its implementing regulations in accordance with 

this proposal.  
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Based on the RFP, the Town has already indicated that the Proposed Action would be classified 

as a Type I Action, requiring the preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). 

Therefore, to ensure compliance with 6 NYCRR Part 617 and its implementing regulations, VHB 

proposed to undertake the following: 

 

Preparation of Part 1 of the New York State Full Environmental Assessment Form (EAF). As the 

Town has already acknowledged that the Proposed Action would be classified as a Type I Action, 

a Full EAF will be prepared in accordance with §617.4(b)(6). Part 1 of the EAF is a checklist, fill-in-

the-blank form that provides basic information about the site, the proposed project, planning 

and zoning considerations, required permits and approvals, etc. This task assumes that all 

information from the project team members and/or the Town will be made available to VHB 

upon a reasonable timeframe in order to complete the Part 1 – EAF.  

 

Deliverable: VHB will prepare Part 1 of the Full EAF. 

 

Lead Agency Coordination 

VHB will assist the Town in the administration of the lead agency coordination process. Pursuant 

to 6 NYCRR §617.2(t), an involved agency is “… an agency that has jurisdiction by law to fund, 

approve or directly undertake an action. If an agency will ultimately make a discretionary 

decision to fund, approve or undertake an action, then it is an ‘involved agency’ notwithstanding 

that it has not received an application for funding or approval at the time the SEQR process is 

commenced. The lead agency is also an ‘involved agency’.”  

 

Deliverable: VHB will prepare the appropriate correspondence (including the Part 1 – EAF and 

involved and interested agencies contact list) for distribution to all potential involved and 

interested agencies. 

 

 

Preparation of Parts 2 and 3 of the New York State Full Environmental Assessment Form  

Like the Part I, the Part 2 – EAF is also a checklist wherein the potential for significant adverse 

impacts is identified and the need for a Part 3 – EAF is assessed. Information contained in the 

Part 1 – EAF is used to determine the potential significant adverse impacts that may require 

further analysis. If there is the potential for a significant adverse environmental impact, Part 3 of 

the EAF would be prepared. The Part 3 – EAF is a narrative report that “provides the reasons in 

support of the determination of significance. The lead agency must complete Part 3 for every 

question in Part 2 where the impact has been identified as potentially moderate to large or 

where there is a need to explain why a particular element of the proposed action will not, or 

may, result in a significant adverse environmental impact.” 

 

Deliverable: VHB will prepare Parts 2 and 3 of the Full EAF. 

 

Preparation of the Determination of Significance – Positive Declaration 

Following their completion, the Town as lead agency will review Parts 1, 2 and 3 of the Full EAF, 

and make a Determination of Significance for the proposed action pursuant to 6 NYCRR §617.7. 
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As directed by the lead agency, based on its review of the EAF, supporting materials, and the 

criteria set forth in 6 NYCRR §617.7(c), VHB will prepare the Positive Declaration (as assumed by 

the RFP).  The issuance of a Positive Declaration for the proposed action illustrates the action’s 

potential to result in at least one significant adverse impact requiring preparation of a Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). 

  

Deliverable: VHB will prepare the Positive Declaration. 

 

Development of the Draft & Final Scopes for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Pursuant to changes to 6 NYCRR §617.8 (a) of the implementing regulations of SEQRA which 

went into effect on January 1, 2019, scoping is required for all EISs (except supplemental EISs). 

Therefore, based on the Part 3 – EAF and Positive Declaration, VHB will prepare a Draft Scope in 

accordance with 6 NYCRR §617.8.  As described at 6 NYCRR §617.8(a), the primary goals of 

scoping are to focus the EIS on potentially significant adverse impacts and to eliminate 

consideration of those impacts that are irrelevant or not significant.  Accordingly, VHB will 

develop a Draft Scope that meets all requirements of 6 NYCRR §617.8(e)(1) through (5), as 

follows: 

 A brief description of the proposed action;  

 The potentially significant adverse impacts identified both in Part 3 of the environmental 

assessment form and as a result of consultation with the other involved agencies and the 

public, including an identification of those particular aspect(s) of the environmental 

setting that may be impacted; 

 The extent and quality of information needed to adequately address each impact, 

including an identification of relevant existing information, and required new 

information, including the required methodology(ies) for obtaining new information;  

 An initial identification of mitigation measures;  

 The reasonable alternatives to be considered. 

 

SEQRA requires that scoping must include an opportunity for public participation, although a 

formal scoping hearing/meeting is not mandatory pursuant to the regulations.  As the RFP 

assumes a Scoping Meeting (see below), VHB will attend such Scoping Meeting to directly listen 

to comments of involved agencies and the public regarding issues to be addressed in the DEIS 

and any other comments related to the proposed project.  

 

Preparation of the Final Scope, which serves as the formal outline for the DEIS, is the 

responsibility of the lead agency, pursuant to 6 NYCRR §617.8(e).  The Final Scope essentially 

revises the Draft Scope to address substantive comments received during the public scoping 

review process. The Final Scope will include the information listed in the five bullets above, as 

modified to address input from involved agencies and the public on the Draft Scope, as well as 

the following: 
 

 An identification of the information or data that should be included in an appendix 

rather than the body of the draft EIS; and  

 A brief description of the prominent issues that were considered in the review of the 

environmental assessment form or raised during scoping, or both, and determined to be 
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consumed, converted or made unavailable for further uses due to construction, 

operation, or use of the proposed project, will be identified in this section of the DEIS. 

 

 Growth-Inducing Aspects 

The direct and indirect growth-inducing aspects associated with the proposed action, if 

any, would be presented in this section of the DEIS. 

 

 Use and Conservation of Energy/Climate Change 

Available energy resources, as well as measures related to the use and conservation of 

energy and other sustainability practices will be described in this section of the DEIS. In 

addition, a discussion of The Sustainability Plan prepared for the Part 360 permit will be 

summarized herein. 

 

While a description of the environmental setting and an evaluation of potential 

significant adverse environmental impacts is required, the extent of environmental topics 

to be assessed in the DEIS will be derived based on a preliminary review of the 

information provided by the Town and other relevant agencies, as well as VHB’s 

experience with similar projects. For purposes of this proposal, it is assumed that the 

range of impact topics listed herein represents the maximum extent of topics to be 

evaluated. 

 

 Environmental Topics 

This section of the DEIS will describe existing conditions for the various elements of the 

environment that may be impacted by the Proposed Action. Potential beneficial and 

significant adverse impacts associated with construction and operation of the facility will 

be analyzed and presented in this section of the DEIS.  For each potential significant 

adverse impact identified, mitigating measures that reduce or eliminate such impacts will 

be presented.  

 

It is assumed that some of the information required for these sections will be provided 

within the Part 360 permit application materials by our Project Team (LKMA), and that 

there are no issues raised in the Final Scope that would require additional analysis above 

and beyond what is included herein. If additional environmental topics or analyses 

relating to the topics already outlined herein are included in the Final Scope, they would 

be subject of a separate contract amendment.  The following are the topics to be 

addressed in the DEIS:  

 

 Hazardous Materials   

This section will provide a discussion of hazardous materials/waste generation and/or 

remediation documented in and around the subject property (through on-line database 

research and any Environmental Site Assessments that have been previously performed 

for the subject property that are available from the Town). In addition, this section will 

include a general discussion of potential impacts associated with implementation of the 

Proposed Action with respect to hazardous materials and subsurface conditions. 
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Information regarding this topic will be summarized from the Part 360 permit application 

materials. No new subsurface investigations, Environmental Site Assessments, 

remediation or geotechnical analysis would be performed as part of this proposal. 

 

 Soils and Topography   

The Soil Survey of Suffolk County will be used to determine the general soil types at the 

subject property, and the characteristics of such soils. The suitability of the soils (stability, 

quality, etc.) and potential engineering limitations for the proposed action will also be 

examined.  Site-specific soil information, if available, will be used in the analysis. The DEIS 

will also include topographic information obtained from United States Geologic Survey 

(USGS) LiDAR data or site-specific information, as available. Should information 

regarding soils and topographic conditions be available from the Part 360 permit 

application materials (e.g., Hydrogeologic Investigation Work Plan by D&B, Engineering 

Report by Cornerstone Engineering), these will be substituted for the more general 

information noted above. A discussion of the potential impacts of the Proposed Action 

on soils and topography will be provided, and if any significant adverse impacts are 

identified, mitigation measures will be developed to minimize same. 

 

 Water Resources  

This section will describe groundwater conditions, specifically related to the 

hydrogeologic zone, general groundwater quality, and depth to groundwater. This 

section will also include a review both NYSDEC and National Wetland Inventory maps 

regarding the potential presence of wetlands. This proposal does not provide for wetland 

permitting services, should it be required. Site and area drainage characteristics will be 

presented. Impacts to water resources (e.g., water consumption, and sanitary flow [if 

applicable], stormwater runoff, leachate, impacts to wetlands) will also be analyzed. If any 

potential significant adverse impacts are identified, mitigation measures will be 

developed to address same. Information regarding hydrogeologic conditions and the 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (by Pinewoods Engineering) will be summarized 

based on the information from the Part 360 permit application materials (e.g., 

Hydrogeologic Investigation Work Plan by D&B, Engineering Report by Cornerstone). 

 

 Ecology  

This section of the DEIS will characterize the existing ecological community located at the 

subject property, and analyze potential impacts associated with the construction and 

operation of the proposed facility. Proposed buffer areas or re-vegetation upon project 

completion will be described. VHB will contact the New York Natural Heritage Program 

regarding the potential existence of significant natural communities, and, rare, 

threatened or endangered species. Based on our knowledge of the area, northern long-

eared bat habitat may occur on the subject property, which could potentially require 

coordination with NYSDEC and U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS). The scope includes 

initial consultation letters to the NYSDEC and USFWS, if needed. If a greater level of 

effort is required to complete consultation with either of these agencies, a contract 

amendment for the work will be submitted before proceeding. 
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neither relevant nor environmentally significant or that have been adequately addressed 

in a prior environmental review and the reasons why those issues were not included in 

the scope. 

 

Deliverable:  VHB will prepare the Draft Scope and the Final Scope. 

 

Preparation of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) 

VHB will prepare a DEIS in accordance with the requirements for same set forth at 6 NYCRR 

§617.9, based on the contents of the Final Scope for the Proposed Action. The sections of the 

DEIS required to be included pursuant to the SEQRA regulations at 6 NYCRR Part 617.9(b) are as 

follows: 

 

 Executive Summary 

The Executive Summary will include a brief description of the proposed action and 

summarize the key elements in the DGEIS. Major and minor impacts identified in the 

analysis will be described along with measures to mitigate these impacts. Alternatives to 

the proposed action will be briefly discussed. Additionally, associated permit applications 

and approvals will be listed. 

 

 Description of the Proposed Action 

This section will include a detailed description of the proposed action, including the 

particulars of the proposed site layout, design, key site features, and the construction 

phasing. Site access and circulation details will also be provided, as well as a summary of 

the environmental review process. Furthermore, based on information to be provided by 

the Town, this section will discuss the relationship of the proposed Ashfill operations to 

the existing solid waste operations occurring at the Town’s Solid Waste Complex. A 

description of the efforts by the Town and other agencies/entities leading up to the 

proposed action will be summarized herein. This section will also briefly describe the 

contents of the DEIS and detail the purpose, need, and benefits of the project. 

 

 Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Those short-term and long-term impacts that have been identified in the analysis that 

cannot be either entirely avoided or fully mitigated will be discussed in this section of the 

DEIS. 

 

 Alternatives 

SEQRA requires that feasible alternatives including "No-Action" be evaluated. We will 

evaluate the “No-Action” alternative, as well as up to one additional alternative, as 

requested by the lead agency, as part of the DEIS.   

 

 Irretrievable and Irreversible Commitment of Resources 

The extent to which the proposed action may cause permanent loss of one or more 

environmental resources, including natural and man-made resources that would be 
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 Land Use and Community Character   

Current land uses on the site and in the surrounding area will be identified, and this 

section of the DEIS will briefly describe the existing community character within 0.5-mile 

of the subject property.  This section will also evaluate the potential impacts on land use 

and community character based upon implementation of the Proposed Action. 

Mitigation measures will be presented with respect to identified significant adverse 

impacts to land use and community character. 

 

 Community Services and Utilities   

A description of the existing conditions related to solid waste (on a broad level), 

emergency services (police and fire protection), as well as energy provision (e.g., 

electricity, natural gas) will be provided in this section of the DEIS. Community service 

and utility providers will be contacted as to potential impacts of the proposed project. 

An analysis of the potential impacts to such community services and utilities will be 

discussed herein, and mitigation measures developed should any significant adverse 

impacts be identified. 

 

 Visual Resources  

Existing visual resources will be documented through photographs of the site and 

surrounding area. Impacts to the visual resources from surrounding properties and 

roadways (particularly the potential height of the proposed Ashfill) will be documented 

by other members of the project team and discussed herein. Should any significant 

adverse visual impacts be identified, mitigation measures to address such impacts will be 

presented. 

 

 Transportation 

This section of the DEIS will present the findings and conclusions of a traffic impact 

analysis performed by our Project Team (LKMA), based on implementation of the 

Proposed Action, including the anticipated increases in the number of trucks and other 

related traffic.  The Traffic Impact Study (TIS) to be summarized will include the following: 
 

Existing roadway features in the study area, including the number, direction and width of 

travel lanes, posted speed limits, maintenance jurisdiction, parking regulations, signs and 

traffic control devices will be identified. 
 

Manual turning movement counts will be conducted on one typical weekday during the 

a.m. peak period and p.m. peak period (peak periods to be determined based on 

discussion with the Town regarding existing and proposed operations), assumed to be, 

for the purposes of this proposal, at the following intersections: 
 

 Horseblock Road (County Road 16) at Town Solid Waste Complex Driveway 

 Horseblock Road (County Road 16) at Yaphank Avenue (County Road 21) 

 Horseblock Road (County Road 16) at Sills Road (County Road 101). 
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 The collected data, as described above, will be compiled and an analysis will be 

conducted of the existing operating conditions during the peak weekday a.m. and 

p.m. periods using the appropriate methodology presented in the latest edition of 

the Highway Capacity Manual. 

 Current traffic accident data for the most-recent three-year period available for the 

study intersections will be obtained from the New York State Department of 

Transportation (NYSDOT). These data will be summarized and any significant 

trends/patterns that might be impacted by the proposed development will be 

identified and the need for corrective measures evaluated. 

 The latest available information from appropriate governmental agencies will be 

obtained regarding any planned roadway/intersection improvement projects in the 

study area. Any such improvements, based upon responses received, will be 

incorporated into the future "No-Build” and “Build” analyses. The Build year is to be 

provided by the Town or other members of the project team. 

 The "No-Build" base traffic conditions will be estimated by applying a background 

traffic growth factor using Suffolk County Planning rates to the existing traffic 

volumes. In addition, traffic generated by other planned developments in the vicinity 

of the site will be included in the “No-Build” base condition. Other planned 

developments shall be identified through discussions with the Town.  

 Trip generation estimates will be prepared for the proposed project in consultation 

with the Town and other project team members, as appropriate. These estimates will 

be based on the anticipated operational characteristics of the site and differentiate 

between passenger vehicles and trucks carrying materials to and from the site.  

 Site-generated traffic will be assigned to the roadway network in the study area 

based on the existing distribution pattern, to be determined during consultations 

with the Town. 

 The site-generated traffic will be added to the “No-Build” volumes at each of the 

study 

 Intersections to determine the “Build" conditions. The “Build” conditions will then be 

analyzed using Highway Capacity Software, latest version to determine the relative 

impacts of the proposed project on surrounding roadways. 

 A discussion of traffic impacts related to the construction of the proposed facility on 

the site will be prepared. It is assumed that information specific to construction will 

be provided by the Town or other project team members including length of the 

construction period, hours of activity and information sufficient to determine the 

type and approximate number of construction vehicle trips. Recommendations, for 

mitigations as needed will be discussed.  A rigorous capacity analysis of traffic 

conditions during construction is not anticipated nor included in this proposal.  

 The need for mitigation measures, their estimated construction cost, potential 

responsible parties, and project timing will be determined based upon the results of 

the analysis. 

 

Based upon familiarity of the site, past studies performed and surrounding roadways, LKMA will 

satisfy this component of the DEIS under the direction of VHB. 
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 Air Quality 

RTP will conduct a qualitative air quality study to evaluate the potential effects 

associated with implementation of the proposed action.  They will characterize the 

existing air quality conditions in the region based on published NYSDEC ambient air 

monitoring data and compare with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). 

For the future condition, RTP will conduct a qualitative evaluation of potential air quality 

impacts resulting from changes in mobile sources (i.e., trucking operations), and 

operational aspects of the project with a comparison to established air quality 

parameters. As needed, VHB, with input from RTP, will describe general mitigation 

measures to reduce potential air quality impacts. No quantitative air quality analyses or 

modeling is included in this proposal. 

 

 Odor  

Odors from the proposed project must be effectively controlled so that they do not 

constitute nuisances or hazards to health, safety or property. Historically, ash odors 

allegedly from the Brookhaven Landfill have been one of the complaints that have been 

registered in the recent past with the NYSDEC and in a local community odor log. This 

section will summarize the relevant odor issues associated with the operation and 

maintenance of the ash monofill. An Odor Control Plan will be developed containing a 

qualitative assessment of the potential for odor releases from the proposed project.   

 

 Noise   

This section will summarize conclusions associated with the noise analysis performed for 

the Part 360 permit application, prepared by our Project Team. If no noise analysis is 

included in the Part 360 permit application materials, the DEIS will provide a qualitative 

analysis of the ambient noise, consistency with the Town’s noise ordinance and potential 

noise impacts associated with the operations of the proposed project. No quantitative 

noise analysis or modeling is included in this proposal. 

 

Following its review and acceptance by the lead agency, the Town will file a Notice of 

Completion, and the DEIS will be distributed for public review and comment pursuant to 

NYCRR §617.9(a) and §617.12(b). While not required, based on the RFP, it is assumed that 

a DEIS hearing will be conducted to receive input from the public, involved agencies and 

interested parties and the Town. The end of the comment period will be established; 

however, the public comment period must remain open at least 10 days after the close 

of the public hearing.  If, based upon the DEIS and comments made thereon, the lead 

agency determines that the proposed action would not have a significant adverse impact 

on the environment, a Negative Declaration will be drafted by VHB and provided to the 

Town for consideration.  If substantive comments are received on the DEIS, preparation 

of a Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and Findings Statement would be 

required. 
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Deliverable: VHB will prepare the DEIS with input from other members of the project team. One 

round of revisions is included in our cost proposal. 

 

Preparation of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) 

The preparation of an FEIS is entirely dependent on the number and substance of the comments 

received on the DEIS and the level of controversy relating to the project. VHB would collect and 

organize all comments received on the DEIS, and, in cooperation with the Town and project 

team, responses to all substantive comments would be addressed within the FEIS. It is assumed 

that the FEIS would require no new analyses. The FEIS would be prepared and filed in 

accordance with all requirements for same as set forth at 6 NYCRR §617.9.  

 

Deliverable: VHB will prepare the FEIS with input from other members of the project team.  One 

round of revisions is included in our cost proposal. 

 

Preparation of the Draft Findings Statement 

After the minimum 10-day public consideration period has elapsed following the filing of the 

FEIS by the lead agency, VHB would prepare a draft Findings Statement for review by the Town 

and would be finalized based on any comments received, in a manner similar to the DEIS and 

FEIS. The Findings Statement will consider the relevant environmental impacts presented in the 

GEIS, weigh and balance them with social, economic, and other essential considerations, provide 

a rationale for the agency's decision, and certify that the SEQRA requirements have been met. 

Once the Findings Statement is adopted by the Town Board, the SEQRA process is complete and 

the Town Board can make its decision regarding the Proposed Action. 

 

Deliverable: VHB will prepare the Findings Statement. 

 

General Meetings and Consultations (Inc. 1 Public Scoping Meeting & 1 DEIS Hearing) 

VHB will participate in one Scoping Meeting and one DEIS Hearing for the Proposed Action. As 

requested by the Town and/or LKMA, VHB would also participate in other relevant 

meetings/conference calls (e.g., community meetings, meetings with the Town, meetings with 

other agencies, and project team meetings). Participation in other relevant meetings and 

conference calls etc.  would be provided at VHB’s standard rates on a time and materials basis. 

 

Deliverable: VHB will participate in the Scoping Meeting, DEIS Hearing and, other 

meetings/conference calls, as requested.  

 

It should be noted that throughout the SEQR process under Task 1 VHB’s effort will be supported 

by LKMA, Cornerstone, RTP, D&B, Kosuri, Pinewoods and Clearview Consultants. 

 

II. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 

 

In this task, the Design Team will prepare a conceptual design for the development of the 

proposed facility.   Up to three (3) conceptual alternative designs will be developed with the 

intent of maximizing landfill airspace, minimizing construction costs, and complementing 
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existing site topographic and geologic features.  Each of these conceptual designs will be 

prepared based upon existing site topographic information and will identify conceptual base 

grades, final grades, soil usage, approximate airspace, and landfill life expectancy.  

 

As part of this task, the Design Team will prepare up to three (3) concept-level basegrade and 

three (3) concept-level final grade designs for use in initial overfill planning.  The intent of the 

designs prepared under this task will be to: 
 

1. Maximize the airspace generated,  

2. address the impacts to the containment system of including the potential for other 

non-ash materials to be incorporated into the permit application, and  

3. make use to the extent practicable of existing site infrastructure (e.g., stormwater basins, 

electrical, access roads).  

 

The Design Team recommends that the conceptual design incorporate a Mechanically Stabilized 

Earth (MSE) Berm.  A Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) Berm allows a tall perimeter berm to 

be constructed on a more compact footprint than would be allowed by conventional berm 

construction.  The MSE Berm effectively raises the elevation of the landfill perimeter and 

essentially expands the landfill disposal capacity without increasing landfill footprint.  Thus, for 

every foot of height of the perimeter berm the landfill realizes an additional foot of ash disposal 

across the entire landfill footprint.  Our team will determine the MSE Berm height that 

represents the optimum intersection of cost and expansion of airspace capacity and present this 

as a development alternative. 

 

An evaluation of the three (3) conceptual design alternatives prepared under this task will be 

compiled to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the concepts as they compare to each 

other.  The Design Team will evaluate the site conditions to identify “fatal flaws” which would 

limit or restrict full development of one of the alternatives.  The concept development will 

include assessment and/or analysis of the following: 

 Geotechnical Considerations (Stability and Settlement) 

 Leachate Volume Management/Overall Capacity 

 Stormwater Conveyance and Volume Management  

 Site Infrastructure 

 Soil Management 

 

Each conceptual design will also include conceptual stormwater, and leachate control devices, as 

well as provide preliminary site layout for the site support facilities.   It is anticipated that each 

concept design will include seven (7) drawings as follows: 

 Site Preparation 

 Subgrade 

 Finished Grade 

 Stormwater Conveyance/Storage 

 Leachate Management 

 Landfill Gas Management 

 Infrastructure 
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The designs will be presented on plan sheets with significant components and critical systems 

identified or noted.  In particular, where engineering controls or significant construction may be 

required to establish a particular grading plan, the feature will be identified.  For example, 

alternative containment components may be incorporated or interim controls may be deemed 

necessary for cell construction.  The resulting drawing set will be on the order of 20 sheets. 

 

As part of initial planning, preliminary stability and settlement analyses will be performed.  

Global stability analyses will be performed on representative landfill cross-sections to confirm 

the overall stability of the proposed configurations.  Preliminary settlement analyses will be 

performed to identify the estimated magnitude of differential settlement using the 

representative stability cross-sections developed for the three concepts.   The magnitude of 

settlement and potential slope change will be used in the design of the liner systems (strain) and 

leachate collection systems (post-construction subgrade slopes).   

 

At the completion of the conceptual alternatives analyses (including more detailed settlement 

analyses), The Design Team anticipates holding a concept progress meeting with the Town of 

Brookhaven team, as identified in the scope presented under Task 8.  During this review, it is 

anticipated that the three (3) conceptual designs will be reviewed and evaluated on their merits.  

Preferred attributes from the concepts will be combined into one (1) selected concept that will 

be developed into the final permit design.  These attributes will be collected into a design basis 

memorandum that will be used to guide permit-level design development.  

 

At the end of Section 4.0 you will find two (2) conceptual exhibits prepared by our team showing 

the proposed 45-acre ash monofill and associated infrastructure.  Cross sections were added to 

identify the approximate geometry of the new landfill.  Our Project Team has estimated 5.28 

million cubic yards of ash capacity without the inclusion of MSE vertical walls.  Our team has 

extensive experience with MSE design which would increase the capacity by approximately 

726,000 cubic yards for every ten (10) vertical feet of wall.   Additionally, we added an exhibit 

that shows the future improvements under consideration (Phase II) and a preliminary concept 

plan that shows the added footprint (1.88 acres) and volume (395,000 cubic yards) if the private 

lot situated along the north property line (Horseblock Road) was purchased by the Town.   

 

This Task will also explore the possible use of a tiered final surface using modular block walls to 

increase the capacity of the original landfill footprint.  Every consideration explored, whether 

purchasing the north property, perimeter vertical walls, interior tiered-wall approach or 

expansion of the overall footprint (laterally), will need to have cost benefit analysis performed to 

justify the costs.  Our experience with the ash residue material and its acceptance at the 

Brookhaven Landfill enables our team to identify these important factors during this analysis.  

Based upon annual acceptance rates and associated gross revenue of ash disposal in Cell 6, the 

conservative in-place value of ash disposal is $75/cubic yard of airspace.   Many of these 

considerations are truly viable options knowing the estimated in-place value versus the avoided 

cost of off-site disposal. 
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Deliverables; LKMA supported by Kosuri Engineering & Consultants, Cornerstone Engineering & 

Pinewoods Engineering shall prepare three (3) conceptual designs; As stated earlier, it is 

anticipated that each concept design will include seven (7) drawings as follows: Site Preparation 

Plan, Subgrade Plan, Finished Grade Plan, Stormwater Conveyance/Storage Plan, Leachate 

Management plan, Landfill Gas Management Plan and Infrastructure Plan. 

 

III. PERMIT APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS 

 

After selection of a conceptual design by the Town of Brookhaven, the Design Team will prepare 

the documents, including the required New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation (NYSDEC) form, listed within Title 6 NYCRR Part 360 Section 363-4.  The permit 

application to construct and operate a solid waste landfill will be submitted to the NYSDEC.  The 

Project Team has worked on various aspects of the scope of activities requested in the RFP. The 

team having worked with the Town on current landfill issues is well acquainted with the site and 

issues posed with current and proposed operations.   Specific documents and the information 

included in this application are presented in Task IIIA.   

 

We note since the last landfill permitting at the Town of Brookhaven Landfill that New York State 

has revised the solid waste regulations.  Regardless of this change, the Design Team monitored 

the regulation development and approval process – reviewing and commenting on multiple 

versions of the regulation revisions.  Additionally, the Design Team has completed the 

permitting of the first New York State landfill expansion to be permitted and constructed under 

these new regulations. 

 

The team has prepared various air permit applications, compliance plans, emission statements, 

abd corrective action plans, for the past and current operations for the current landfill. The 

proposed project should not involve a change in operations to current practices, however with a 

modification to the current site, a solid waste permit and air permit will be required. Since the 

team has completed similar applications for the Town, the team will be able to develop the solid 

waste and air permits required for the proposed project.  Because of recent and ongoing 

discussion with the USEPA on the current landfill, the team will, as an option, request 

confirmation that the ash monofill will be a standalone project and thereby not influence current 

requirements for other onsite activities.  

 

The team has the resources to complete this task on time. The work product will include 

complete permit applications for signature by a Town official. The information required from the 

Town will be the technical details of the proposed project. Much of this data will be part of the 

project conceptual design, however, specific to projected fill rates, approved drawings, 

boundaries, truck routes, placement activities, fugitive dust control measures, monitoring, 

commitments, dust control plans, etc., will be part of the details required in the applications and 

the attachments to the permit applications. 
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Deliverables:  LKMA supported by Kosuri, RTP, Cornerstone Engineering & Hayduk Engineering will 

prepare an approvable Part 360 Permit Application. Modification to the Site’s Solid Waste (LKMA) 

& Air Permits (RTP).  Submitted to the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation.  

 

IIIA. ENGINEERING DESIGN DRAWINGS AND REPORT 

 

Engineering Drawings 

The Design Team will prepare permit plans, including design of the associated environmental 

controls, to develop the project area based upon the approved grading concepts from Task 1 

and prepare the supporting Engineering Report.  

 

Engineering drawings will be prepared in accordance with 6NYCRR Part 360 Section 363-4 

requirements.  It is anticipated that the drawing set will include the following sheets: 
 

1. Title sheet 

2. Site Vicinity Plan  

3. Existing Site Conditions (stormwater, utilities, leachate collection system, facilities) 

4. Proposed Site Conditions  

5. Proposed Top of Primary Liner Grades 

6. Proposed Final Grades 

7. Proposed Facility Area 

8. Proposed Leachate Management System 

9. Proposed Landfill Gas Management System 

10. Proposed Stormwater Management System 

11. Landscape Plan 

12. Initial Construction Phase 

13. Landfill Operational Plans (3 sheets) 

14. Baseliner System Details (2 sheets) 

15. Leachate Management System Details (3 sheets) 

16. Leachate Plan and Profiles (2 sheets) 

17. Leachate Storage Details 

18. Landfill Gas Management System Details (3 sheets) 

19. Stormwater Management System Details (4 sheets) 

20. Final Cover Details (2 sheets) 

21. Landfill Cross Sections 

22. Miscellaneous Details (2 sheets) 

 

While we have an understanding of what is required for drawings based on regulation, the 

actual number of sheets required will be a function of the final design concept chosen and level 

of detail required by the NYSDEC.  Based on previous permitting efforts, it is estimated that the 

total number of sheets prepared by the Design Team may be on the order of forty (40) 

drawings.  This assumes construction level drawings are necessary for the first cell and that the 

remaining can be permit level.  The specific design elements that will lead to development of the 

drawings are described in the following sections.  
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Basegrade and Baseliner Design 

The basegrade plan will be finalized based upon the approved grading plan from the conceptual 

design phase and will be developed with consideration for managing leachate, constructability 

and operational flexibility.  Based upon review of the concept designs, it will be determined 

whether or not the landfill subgrade will conform to State minimum separations from 

groundwater and bedrock or whether it is in the best interest of the facility to pursue variances 

from these requirements.  At this point we are not considering the need for variance 

applications.   

 

Operational Plan/Drawings 

Construction and filling of the project area will be evaluated based upon a phased development 

from proposed basegrades through proposed final grades.  It is anticipated that the proposed 

project footprint will be subdivided into three (3) cells that will be developed in multiple phases.  

To the extent practicable, these phases will be designed in a manner which permits a logical 

construction and fill progression to minimize excessive and/or unnecessary land development 

and balance construction with the cut and fill. Consideration will also be given towards 

developing a phasing plan that will minimize unnecessary leachate generation.  The logistics of 

cell access for each phase of filling will also be incorporated.  

 

Proposed phases will be depicted on individual sheets of Landfill Operational Plans, prepared to 

identify the status of each phase coincident with concurrent construction and/or filling 

operations.  Each of the prepared plans will identify the criteria in the following subsections such 

as access roads, operational berms, as well as leachate and stormwater management system 

structures. For budgeting purposes we have assumed the development of three (3) sequencing 

phases, which will be depicted on four (4) plan sheets and on the landfill cross-sections.  

Applicable details, such as operational berm details, will be prepared as required.   

 

Leachate Management System Design 

The Design Team will prepare a Leachate Collection and Management System design consistent 

with 6 NYCRR Part 360 regulations.  The Design Team will prepare a leachate generation 

estimate using the EPA HELP model.  As with the proposed baseliner system, the proposed 

Leachate Collection and Management System will include primary and secondary measures of 

collection and containment.  Based upon the calculated leachate generation rate, the primary 

collection system will be designed to maintain the buildup of leachate “head” over the primary 

liner to less than twelve (12) inches.  The secondary collection system will be designed to act as 

a leak detection layer capable of collecting leachate which may infiltrate beyond the primary 

liner system.  It is anticipated that the collection system will utilize a sump and side riser design. 

 

The Design Team will include calculations utilized to design the proposed Leachate Collection 

and Management System in the Engineering Report, as well as drawings depicting 

cross-sectional details and planimetric layouts of the system in the drawings. Based upon our 

Project Team’s experience with the conveyance of the Town’s leachate at the Brookhaven 

Landfill, specifically Cell 5’s phases that had ash isolated within, we would propose a localized 
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leachate storage facility to contain the volume associated with the ash monofill.   Our experience 

tells us that leachate from the ash that has been deposited in Cell ‘s 4, 5 and 6 coats the inner 

lining of the carrier pipes, bottom of storage tanks, surround transducers and submersible 

pumps.  Therefore, minimizing the length of the double-contained pipe to a scaled down 

leachate storage facility (double glass lined tank) within the immediate vicinity of the ash 

monofill would reduce cost and minimize maintenance.   

 

Having a team member that has direct experience with the operations associated with an ash 

monofill 20 miles west of Brookhaven will help size the leachate storage tank needed for the 

proposed landfill.  

 

Stormwater Management System Design 

A NYSDEC SPDES Multi-Sector General Permit for Stormwater Discharges Associated with 

Industrial Activity GP-0-17-004 (Multi-Sector Permit) will need to be obtained and a Stormwater 

Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) prepared.  The work associated with development of the 

SWPPP is described in a separate task below.  Stormwater design features will be incorporated 

into the permit documents. 

 

Geotechnical Considerations 

The Design Team will perform a geotechnical analysis of the proposed design which will include: 
 

 Interpretation of subsurface conditions and estimation of geotechnical parameters for 

use in the slope stability and settlement analyses 

 Bearing capacity analysis 

 Subgrade liquefaction 

 Liner strain 

 Static slope stability analysis 

 Seismic slope stability analysis 

 Settlement analysis 

 Structural design of leachate collection pipes 

 

Evaluation of Subsurface Conditions and Estimation of Geotechnical Parameters: 

 

The geotechnical information gathered during the previous site investigations, including boring 

logs, standard penetration resistance values, and laboratory test results will be evaluated in 

order to establish the characteristics of the subsurface.  This information will be utilized in 

performing the slope stability analyses described below.   

 

Static Stability Analyses: 

 

The slope stability analysis will be performed for:  
 

 Temporary excavation slopes,  

 Liner system veneer stability on side slopes,  

 Interim waste slopes within critical operational phases,  
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 Permanent slopes of the landfill to assess global slope stability, and  

 Proposed final cover system veneer stability. 

 

Method of Analysis: 

 

The slope stability of temporary excavation slopes, interim waste slopes (baseliner operational 

stability), and permanent waste slopes will be analyzed using the commercially developed 

computer program SLOPE/W which performs 2-dimensional limit equilibrium analysis using the 

appropriate methodology to compute factors of safety against slope instability.  

 

The slope stability of the liner system on sideslope will be performed using an infinite slope 

stability analysis.  The slope stability of the final cover system will be performed using the infinite 

slope stability method (or using the SLOPE/W computer program if diversion swales are proposed 

to be constructed over the final cover system). 

 

Seismic Slope Stability Analyses: 

 

Based on the 2014 United States Geological Survey (USGS) seismic hazard map, the site is 

located within a seismic impact zone as defined by the Subtitle D and Part 360 regulations.  

Therefore, seismic stability analyses are anticipated. 

 

Settlement Analysis: 

 

Large differential settlements of landfill subgrade can impact the landfill base slopes and 

leachate collection pipe slopes and impose unacceptable strains on the landfill base liner 

system.   It is anticipated that the basis for this work will be completed during the Conceptual 

Design, however, finalized settlement calculations depicting the final subgrade and waste 

elevations will be required for the Engineering Report. Up to four (4) cross-sections through the 

piping/liner system will be analyzed using the geotechnical design approach and criteria 

established during the Conceptual design phase and as required by Part 360 (363) regulations. 

 

Structural Design of Leachate Collection Pipes: 

 

A pipe loading analysis will be performed to specify the appropriate leachate collection pipes.  

The required structural integrity of the pipes will be calculated based on the analysis criteria with 

respect to: (i) ring deflection, (ii) pipe buckling, (iii) wall deflection, and (iv) circumferential strain, 

as appropriate.  Both short-term and long-term conditions will be evaluated.  Pipe will be 

specified to withstand the loading requirements for maximum landfill development height.  Pipe 

and pipe bedding specifications for detailing on the plans will be developed from this analysis. 

 

Facilities Design 

Based on our understanding of the early concepts for the proposed expansion, there will be 

some facility modifications required to accommodate the proposed waste placement areas.  It is 

anticipated, to the extent possible, that the existing on-site facilities will be utilized.  Traffic will 
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be routed to and from the new facility through a combination of existing and newly constructed 

roadways. Proposed locations of the roadways, vehicle circulation, and associated operations 

information (e.g., queuing areas) will be presented on up to two (2) site plan drawings.   

 

Engineering Report 

The Engineering Design Report will be prepared to present the proposed facility design and 

identify applicable engineering controls and calculations.  Consistent with 6NYCRR Part 360, 

Section 363-4, the Engineering Report will include discussions of each facet of the design as well 

as a site analysis including: 
 

 Design capacity; 

 Number, types and minimum specifications of necessary machinery and equipment 

needed to operate the landfill; 

 Locations of the closest population centers; 

 A description of the primary transportation systems and routes in the landfill service 

area; 

 An analysis of the existing topography, surface water and subsurface geological 

conditions. 

 

The report will include the supporting technical information for the design of the landfill and 

environmental controls as appendices.  The anticipated table of contents for the report is 

provided below, and will be refined based on the design specifics. 

 

1. Introduction  
 

1.1. General 

1.2. Site Location and History 

1.3. Description of Proposed Facility 

1.4. Site Selection 

1.5. Previous Facility Permits 

1.6. Solid Waste Management Plan 

 

2. Existing Conditions 

 

3. Site Analysis 
 

3.1. Property Ownership and Zoning 

3.2. Population Centers 

3.3. Transportation Routes and Site Access 

3.4. Site Topography 

3.5. Surface Drainage 

3.6. Natural Resources (e.g., wetlands, endangered species)  

3.7. Geology/Hydrogeology 

3.8. Summary of Site Characteristics with Respect to Siting Criteria 

3.9. Proposed Site Capacity 

3.10. Anticipated Waste Streams, Quantities, and Service Areas  
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4. Landfill Design 
 

4.1. General 

4.2. Setback and Separation 

4.3. Site Preparation 

4.4. Groundwater Monitoring Well System 

4.5. Containment System 

4.6. Leachate Collection System 

4.7. Leachate Treatment System 

4.8. Stormwater Management System (summary only – detail to be outlined in SWPPP) 

4.9. Geotechnical Evaluation 

4.10. MSE Berm 

4.11. Final Cover Design 

4.12. Landscape Plan 

4.13. Landfill Construction 

 

5. Closure and Post-Closure Maintenance and Operation 
 

5.1. Final Cover Design 

5.2. Water Quality Monitoring 

5.3. Leachate Collection and Treatment 

5.4. Future Use 

 

Deliverables; Cornerstone Engineering supported by Kosuri Engineering & Consultants, LKMA, 

Hayduk Engineering & Pinewoods Engineering will prepare Engineering Permit Drawings, 

Engineering Design Report both prepared in strict accordance with 6NYCRR Part 363.  Submitted 

to the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. Under this task draft technical 

specifications shall be prepared as well.  It should be noted that under this task Pace Analytical 

Services will perform environmental testing. 

 

IV. HYDROGEOLOGIC INVESTIGATION WORK PLAN AND REPORT 

 

As described in Section 363-4.4, the Hydrogeologic Investigation Report must provide a 

description of the geology and hydrology of the facility in sufficient detail to determine the 

suitability of the site for the disposal of waste. The Project Team (D&B Engineers & Architects 

P.C.) has developed the following scope of work to complete the hydrogeologic investigation, 

which will be incorporated into a Hydrogeologic Investigation Work Plan subject to NYSDEC 

approval.  A proposed sample location map is included as Figure 1 under this subsection, with 

the anticipated Critical Stratigraphic Section. The work plan prepared to perform the 

hydrogeologic investigation must comply with the elements described in Section 363-4.4. The 

following scope of work is organized by these required elements: 

 

1. Hydrogeologic Investigation Report (includes description of the geology and hydrology, and 

raw field data, analytical calculations, maps, flow nets, cross sections, interpretation and 

conclusions) 
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As per Section 363-4.4 (a), the scope and extent of the investigation will vary based upon the 

hydrogeologic complexity of the site and the ability of the site to restrict contaminant migration.  

Based on the Part 363 required tasks for the hydrogeologic investigation, our team’s experience 

with completing previous hydrogeologic investigations for Cell 5 in 1994 and for Cell 6 in 2002, 

and our understanding of the site-specific and regional hydrogeology, the Project Team will 

prepare and implement a Hydrogeologic Investigation Work Plan (HIWP) and prepare a 

Hydrogeologic Investigation Report (HIR) that will be acceptable to NYSDEC as per Section 363-

4.4 (a). The proposed scope of work for the investigation is described below, which is intended 

to provide all data necessary to prepare an acceptable HIR required for the permit application 

for the new ash monofill. 

 

2. Literature search 

The Project Team has an extensive catalog of regional and site-specific geologic data. However, 

we completed the prior literature search and summary in 2002. Therefore, the Project Team will 

complete a literature search to supplement existing information. This will include, but will not be 

limited to, all relevant records and reports prepared by the following: federal (e.g., EPA, 

Geological Survey, Soil Conservation Service), state (e.g., NYSDEC, NYSDOH, New York State 

Geologic Survey) and local (e.g., Suffolk County Department of Health Services) agencies; site-

specific reports prepared by the Town and others; professional organizations; and college and 

university reports (such as prepared by Dr. Tonjes of Stony Brook University). Relevant findings 

of the literature search will be incorporated into the findings of HIR. 

 

3. Surficial Geologic Mapping 

A Professional Geologist (PG) from our Project Team will complete a field survey to examine and 

characterize surficial deposits located on and surrounding the proposed ash monofill site.  It is 

assumed that the surficial deposits will consist primarily of sand and gravel.  Depending on the 

observed complexity of surficial geology, up to 15 surface soil samples will be collected for 

characterization in accordance with the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). Together with 

the findings of the intrusive investigation activities, the results of the field survey will be utilized 

to construct a surficial geologic map.  As per Section 363-4.4, the map will be submitted under 

the stamp and signature of a PG or Professional Engineer (PE) licensed to practice in New York 

State. 

 

4. Test Pits 

Shallow stratigraphy will be adequately evaluated by the field survey discussed above under 

Item No. 3 and the soil boring and monitoring well installation discussed below under Item Nos. 

9 and 10 below. Therefore, test pits will only be completed within the area of the ash monofill to 

investigate any anomalies identified during the geophysical investigation (Item No. 6), such as 

indications of buried material or clay/silt lenses within 10 feet of the surface or above the water 

table. Test pits will be completed to an approximate depth of 10 feet, or the water table, 

whichever is encountered first. 
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The test pits will be logged by a PG licensed to practice in New York State. The soil will be 

classified in accordance with the USCS, and the test pits will be logged for elevations and total 

depth, surface features, soil horizons and stratigraphy, moisture content, and other relevant 

features. One soil sample from each test pit will also be collected for USCS laboratory tests, 

including grain size distribution by sieve/hydrometer analysis. Test pits will be backfilled with the 

excavated materials and compacted. 

 

5. Water Well Surveys 

The Project Team (D&B Task 4 Leader) completed a prior water well survey in 2002 for the 

hydrogeologic investigation of Cell 6. In addition, the SCDHS completed a more recent private 

and public well survey in the late 2000s.  The Project Team will obtain and review the latest 

SCDHS survey results, as well as D&B’s 2002 results, and update the survey in accordance with 

Part 363 requirements. At a minimum, the survey will include all private and public wells within 

one mile down gradient and one quarter mile up gradient of the proposed ash monofill, as 

determined by groundwater flow direction.  

 

To update the status of private wells, current information will be obtained from NYSDEC, SCDHS, 

Suffolk County Water Authority (SCWA) and the Town of Brookhaven. This information will 

include maps showing private well locations, lists of private wells in the region, areas serviced by 

public water supply mains, NYSDEC well permits, aerial photographs, tax maps and windshield 

surveys. A well location map, along with all relevant information about each well will be 

provided in the HIR. 

 

6. Geophysical and Geochemical Surveys 

A terrain (electromagnetic) conductivity and electrical resistivity imaging (ERI) survey will be 

completed in the proposed area of the ash monofill to detect any buried materials below the 

surface, including utilities, as well as conductive groundwater contamination and cohesive soil 

units (silt and clay). The survey will consist of several north-south and east-west profiles 

collected throughout the proposed 45-acre area. The results of the survey will assist in selecting 

sample locations. In order to confirm and support our stratigraphy findings, the Project Team 

will also complete downhole geophysics, specifically, gamma and resistivity surveys within 

several of the proposed deep monitoring well locations. At a minimum, this would include the 

two planned Magothy aquifer wells and at least two deep Upper Glacial aquifer wells.  

 

7. Tracer Studies 

Based on the criteria presented in Section 363-4.4 (i), tracer studies will not be required. 

Horizontal and vertical groundwater flow will be adequately evaluated utilizing the monitoring 

wells to be installed. 

 

8. Site Investigation Work Plan 

As described under Item No. 1 above, the Project Team will prepare a Hydrogeologic 

Investigation Work Plan for NYSDEC review and approval. The work plan will be based on the 

scope of work presented in this proposal, and will clearly identify the specific methodology to be 
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utilized to complete the investigation. Our team will utilize standard investigation 

methodologies for hydrogeologic investigations that NYSDEC has approved in the past. 

 

9. Monitoring Wells and Piezometers 

Our Project Team estimates that the depth to groundwater in the area of the proposed ash 

monofill is approximately 10 feet below grade with some variation due to natural fluctuations in 

topography and precipitation, and that groundwater flows in an east-southeasterly direction 

toward Carmans River. It is anticipated that the Critical Stratigraphic Section for monitoring the 

new ash monofill will be the same as for the existing landfill cells, which is the Upper Glacial 

aquifer. Although it will be confirmed during the investigation, the Upper Glacial aquifer is 

approximately 100 feet thick in the proposed area of the new ash monofill.  

 

Based on these assumptions, down gradient monitoring wells will be installed along the 

southern and eastern perimeters of the proposed monofill. Section 363-4.6 (f) specifies 

monitoring well spacing must not exceed 500 feet along the down gradient perimeter of the 

facility.  Based on the size of the proposed ash monofill, a total of 6 down gradient well clusters 

are proposed to be installed. In addition, Section 363-4.6 (f) specifies that monitoring well 

spacing must not exceed 1,500 feet along the up gradient and cross-gradient perimeter of the 

facility. As such, a total of 2 up gradient well clusters are proposed to be installed. 

 

Each proposed monitoring well cluster will include a monitoring well installed in the shallow 

(water table) zone of the Upper Glacial aquifer with an approximate depth of 20 feet.  Each 

shallow well will be paired with an intermediate (total depth of 60 feet) or deep Upper Glacial 

aquifer well (total depth of 100 feet) at targeted locations to ensure that any leachate releases 

into deep Upper Glacial groundwater are detected. To ensure that the Magothy aquifer is not 

impacted by landfill activities, two additional wells (one up gradient and one down gradient) will 

be installed into the Magothy aquifer at an approximate depth of 150 to 200 feet per well. As 

such, one up gradient and one down gradient well cluster will include four monitoring wells, 

representing all three zones of the Upper Glacial aquifer and the Magothy aquifer. This 

proposed monitoring well plan is consistent with the monitoring plan for the existing landfill 

cells and NYSDEC Part 363-4.4 regulations. In total, 20 monitoring wells will be installed (8 

shallow Upper Glacial, 6 intermediate Upper Glacial, 4 deep Upper Glacial and 2 Magothy wells).  

 

Monitoring wells will be installed by hollow stem auger, or equivalent, drilling technology (by 

Delta Well & Pump Co.).  Continuous soil sampling will be completed for several of the deepest 

monitoring wells in each well cluster, and at 5 to 10-foot intervals in the remaining deep 

monitoring wells. Given that the deeper wells will establish stratigraphy, the shallower 

monitoring wells in each cluster only require soil sampling in the screen zone. All soil samples 

will be characterized by a geologist using the USCS, and drilling logs will be prepared as 

described under Item No. 11 below. Following installation, all newly installed monitoring wells 

will be developed by pumping and surging to establish proper hydraulic connection to the 

aquifer. 
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The locations and elevations of the monitoring wells that are installed as part of the 

investigation will be surveyed against the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1988 and 

plotted on a sample location map. Several rounds of water levels will be collected from all newly 

installed wells to the nearest 0.01 foot so that the horizontal and vertical groundwater flow 

directions can be confirmed, and the hydraulic gradient determined. Water table and deep 

potentiometric groundwater flow (contour) maps will be prepared for the HIR.  

 

In accordance with Section 363-4.6 (f), the permit application must include a preliminary 

evaluation of water quality consisting of two rounds of groundwater sampling. The two rounds 

must include a representative number of up gradient and down gradient monitoring points. 

Therefore, our team plans to sample approximately half (or 9 of the 19) up gradient and down 

gradient monitoring wells installed as part of this investigation to satisfy this evaluation criteria, 

as well as collect up to 3 groundwater samples from temporary monitoring wells installed during 

the completion of soil borings within the proposed new ash monofill area.  Groundwater 

sampling will be completed utilizing USEPA low-flow sampling procedures. The initial sampling 

event will require the collection of groundwater samples for analysis of Part 363 Expanded 

Parameters. The second sampling event will require the collection of groundwater samples for 

analysis of Part 363 Baseline Parameters. Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC) 

samples will also be submitted for laboratory analysis. A total of 30 groundwater samples are 

assumed. 

 

Unless visibly impacted, investigation derived waste (IDW), such as drill cuttings and 

development water, will not require characterization and off-site disposal. 

 

10. Geologic Sampling 

In order to obtain geologic data within the area of the proposed ash monofill, a total of 7 soil 

borings will be completed to an approximate depth of 100 or 150 feet. Continuous soil sampling 

will be completed for the center-most soil boring, and at 5 to 10-foot intervals in the remaining 

soil borings. 

 

Drilling of borings will be completed by hollow stem auger, or equivalent, drilling technology. All 

soil samples will be characterized by a geologist using the USCS. In addition, a representative 

number of undisturbed subsurface soil samples from cohesive soil units will be collected for 

geotechnical laboratory analysis, including Atterberg limits, grain size distribution by 

sieve/hydrometer analysis, moisture content and permeability.  It is anticipated that cohesive soil 

units will include the semi-confining unit present at the base of the Upper Glacial aquifer and 

the top of the Magothy aquifer. Several disturbed soil samples of each stratigraphic unit (Upper 

Glacial aquifer, Magothy aquifer and semi-confining unit) and screen zone of monitoring wells 

will be submitted for USCS laboratory tests, including grain size distribution by 

sieve/hydrometer analysis. Note that the drilling program includes all geotechnical borings and 

analysis necessary for both the hydrogeologic investigation and design of the ash monofill. 
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11. Logs 

As required by Part 363-4.4 (m) complete boring and drilling logs will be provided in the HIR for 

all soil borings and monitoring wells installed during the investigation. The logs will have 

complete USCS descriptions of all soil samples, and include drilling information, such as hammer 

blow counts and the use of drilling fluids or additives. Geologic cross-sections will be generated 

based on the completed drilling logs and provided in the HIR. In addition, well completion logs 

will be included in the report, with details of the well construction and a description of the 

materials used. Surveyed elevations will be reported on the logs. 

 

12. In-Situ Hydraulic Conductivity Testing 

In-situ hydraulic conductivity testing (slug tests) will be conducted in the monitoring wells 

installed as part of the hydrogeologic investigation. The tests will be conducted by the falling 

head/rising head test method (where appropriate) and will be analyzed using the Bouwer and 

Rice Method for analyzing slug test data. The hydraulic conductivity values obtained will be 

supplemented by geotechnical results obtained under Item No. 10 above.  

 

At the end of Section 4.0 you will find a conceptual sample location map of the site for reference 

purposes.  

 

Deliverable: D&B supported by Cornerstone & LKMA (surveying) will prepare Hydrogeologic 

Investigation Report in strict accordance with Subpart 363-4 requirements. Minor interfacing with 

LKMA & Cornerstone Engineering.  

 

V. DRAINAGE DESIGN / STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN (SWPPP) 

 

As part of the engineering design for the facility, the Project Team (Pinewoods Engineering, 

LKMA & Cornerstone) will prepare a stormwater management plan to control and convey 

stormwater runoff within the property. No off-site discharges are anticipated. The system will be 

designed in accordance with applicable local and state guidelines for stormwater and soil and 

erosion control management. In accordance with the proposed regulations, conveyance 

structures will be designed to handle the peak flow rate from a 25-year, 24-hour design storm. 

This design will include an evaluation of impacts on the stormwater/run-off conveyance system 

which would result from a 500-year storm.  Both a pre-development and post-development 

hydrologic analysis will be performed and the proposed system is expected to include 

attenuation basins that will maintain the peak flows. 

 

It is anticipated that the stormwater management system will include a series of down-chutes 

and drainage swales on the finished landfill grade and perimeter channels and culverts adjacent 

to the disposal area and metals recovery area to convey storm water runoff to the stormwater 

management basins. The overall stormwater management plan will be designed in conjunction 

with the phasing plans such that stormwater will be sufficiently controlled during the various 

stages of landfill development.  
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The stormwater management systems will be presented in a stand-alone report intended to 

meet both the Part 363 requirements, Chapter 86 of the Town Code and to meet the Multi-

Sector permit requirements for a stand-alone document that addresses storm water 

management of the facility during construction and operations. The report will act as the facility-

wide SWPPP during initial construction and operation.   

 

The Project Team will include calculations utilized to design the proposed stormwater 

management system in the Drainage Report/SWPPP, as well as drawings depicting cross-

sectional details and layouts of the system. Erosion and Sediment control drawings will be 

included in the stormwater management design task. 

 

Work products are expected to include: 
 

 Stormwater management design, stormwater conveyance design, erosion and sediment 

control design, and best management practices calculations, analysis and description in 

SWPPP.   

 

Deliverables: Pinewoods Engineering supported by Kosuri, LKMA and Cornerstone Engineering will 

prepare; Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for NYSDEC Multi-Sector, General Permit, 

SWPPP for NYSDEC Construction Stormwater Discharge General Permit (GP-0-15-002), Local 

SWPPP Compliance with Chapter 86 of Town Code and Erosion and Sediment Control Plans for 

each of the three phases. 

 

VI.  CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/CONSTRUCTION QUALITY CONTROL PLAN 

 

The Project Team (LKMA, Kosuri Associates) will prepare a CQA/CQC Plan in conformance with 

6NYCRR Part 363-4.5. The Plan will address the inspections and tests that will be used before, 

during, and upon completion of construction so that the construction materials will meet the 

design criteria and specifications of the regulations. For each phase of construction, e.g., 

baseliner and final cover, the following will be detailed: 
 

• Responsibilities and Authorities; 

• Personnel Qualifications; 

• Inspection activities; 

• Sampling strategies; 

• Documentation; 

 

It is anticipated that the CQA/CQC Plan for the project will be divided into five (5) sections. 

Section 1 will be the introduction and will present the document format, definitions, and terms 

used throughout the document. Section 2 will present general requirements of the quality 

assurance program and the responsibilities and authorities. Sections 3 and 4 will present special 

requirements for specific work items of the construction, including procedures such as materials 

verification, test standards, testing frequencies, conformance and construction testing, sample 

numbering and processing, and monitoring for each work item. Section 5 will present methods 

of documentation and record keeping. 
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The existing site specifications will be updated and included as part of the CQA/CQC plan and 

the existing CQA/CQC plan will be used to the extent practicable as a framework for this 

proposed new landfill application. 

 

Deliverable: Kosuri Engineering & Consulting supported by LKMA, Cornerstone and Pinewoods 

Engineering will prepare the CQA/CQC Plan in accordance with Subpart 363-4.5 

 

VII.  FACILITY MANUAL  

 

A current 6NYCRR Part 360 Solid Waste Management Facility regulation requires that a facility 

manual be prepared in accordance with 6NYCRR Part 360.16(c)(4) and Part 363-4.6. There are 

the general solid waste facility and landfill-specific facility requirements, respectively. As outlined 

in the current regulations, the Facility Manual is intended to provide a comprehensive guide to 

day-to-day operations at a landfill facility and how it will progress toward its final closure while 

meeting operational and reporting requirements. The Facility Manual includes information on 

landfilling progression, cover systems, environmental monitoring and reporting, waste 

acceptance policies, emergency policies, and other areas that govern how the facility is run.  

 

The current regulations take several plans under which the current facility is operating (e.g., 

Operation and Maintenance Manual, Contingency Plan, Odor Control Plan) and categorizes 

them under the umbrella term “Facility Manual.” Cornerstone has experience preparing these 

manuals under the new Part 360 regulations for other sites and has taken multiple approaches 

to incorporating and updating the existing plans.  

 

The Project Team will, to the extent possible review, update, and incorporate the components of 

the existing Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Manual in accordance with the requirements 

of 6 NYCRR Part 360.16 (General solid waste facility requirements) and Part 363-4.6 (Landfill 

specific requirements). The manual will contain a comprehensive description of the day-to-day 

facility operations throughout the active life of the facility. At a minimum the plan will include 

the following components: 

 

Sustainability Plan 

As an Ash Monofill, the major aspects of a sustainability plan have already been addressed.  In 

accordance with Part 363-4.6(a), this section of the plan will address operations from the 

perspective of conservation of airspace and soil cover usage. 

 

Post Construction Plan 

A post-construction care plan will be prepared in accordance with Part 363-4.6(b) that addresses 

operational practices focused on protecting and maintaining the newly constructed landfill 

baseliner systems until such time as the initial lifts of waste have been placed.  

 

Fill Progression and Placement Plan 

Operational sequencing plans will be provided with the Engineering Drawings.  These 

operational sequencing plans will be incorporated into the Facility Manual to address fill 

progression.  Placement operations will be described in the Manual text to address the 
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requirements of Part 363-4.6(c).  This plan will present placement, compaction and monitoring 

associated with the filling of an Ash Monofill. 

 

Waste Control Plan 

The Facility Manual will address the Waste Control Plan required by Part 363-4.6(d).  The Ash 

Monofill waste will be limited to MSW incinerator ash coming from specific sources by specified 

waste hauling companies.  As such, no unauthorized materials from other sources or haulers will 

be accepted for landfilling.   

 

Cover Material Management Plan 

The cover material management plan will be prepared in accordance with Part 363-4.6(e).  The 

cover material management will be very closely tied to the above Sustainability Plan as cover soil 

usage will be the only non-ash material introduced to this Ash Monofill. 

 

Environmental Monitoring Plan 

As part of the preparation of the Facility Manual, a draft and final Environmental Monitoring 

Plan (EMP) will be prepared meeting the requirements of Section 363-4.6, subject to approval by 

NYSDEC. The Plan will address groundwater, leachate, surface water and air monitoring at the 

facility. The scope of work detailed in the EMP will utilize the perimeter groundwater monitoring 

wells installed during the Hydrogeologic Investigation for pre-operational and operational 

groundwater monitoring of the proposed monofill. A plan for sampling of leachate collection 

chambers, as appropriate, will also be included in the monitoring program. Based on the 

extensive surface water quality monitoring already performed by the Town as part of the landfill 

monitoring, it is not anticipated that additional surface water sampling will be required as part 

of this effort. However, our Project Team (D&B) will evaluate whether the sampling of the 

headwaters of Beaver Dam Creek is warranted. The headwaters are located immediately to the 

southwest of the proposed ash monofill. 

 

Prior to facility operation, existing water quality must be established for the proposed ash 

monofill. The EMP will describe the pre-operational groundwater sampling required to be 

completed, as well as the statistical analyses to be completed utilizing the pre-operational 

analytical data. The EMP will also describe the criteria that will trigger further actions during 

operational monitoring, such as contingency monitoring. A member of our Project Team, D&B, 

prepared the EMP for the current Brookhaven Landfill EMP, and has extensive experience in 

preparing these plans and conducting the statistical analyses outlined in Section 363-4.4, 

including derivation of trigger values.  

 

Site Analytical Plan 

The Site Analytical Plan (SAP) will be prepared in accordance with Part 363-4.6(g) and will 

address the testing and analysis of environmental samples recovered at the facility. The SAP will 

be included as a section of the Environmental Monitoring Plan.  

 

Water Quality Analysis Tables 

The Environmental Monitoring Plan to be completed as part of the preparation of the Facility 

Manual will specify the requirements of the existing (pre-operational) water quality monitoring 
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program, operational water quality monitoring program and a contingency water quality 

monitoring program for the proposed new ash monofill. Laboratory analyses to be completed 

under these water quality programs will follow the water quality analysis tables provided in 

Section 363-4.6 (h) for routine, baseline, and expanded parameters, at a minimum. The set of 

parameters to be utilized will depend on the water quality program. For example, the existing 

water quality monitoring program will consist of one round of groundwater sampling analyzed 

for expanded parameters, and the second round analyzed for baseline parameters. Operational 

water quality sampling will initially consist of quarterly groundwater sampling, with one quarter 

analyzed for baseline parameters and three quarters analyzed for routine parameters. The 

NYSDEC may consider a reduction in operational water quality sampling after the water quality 

of the landfill has been established and acceptable liner performance has been demonstrated. 

 

Leachate Management Plan 

In accordance with Part 363-4.6(i) the Facility Manual will address the management of leachate 

generated by the Ash Monofill.  In addition to the existing site infrastructure, it is proposed that 

the new Ash Monofill will manage leachate independently to avoid the mixing of leachates from 

various waste sources and eliminate the need for long-term maintenance of pumping systems 

and long double-contained force mains.  Leachate generation will be estimated as a component 

of the Engineering Design Report and will be described herein as well.  As referenced earlier in 

this response, the collective experience of our Project Team will help us determine the most 

feasible and effective plan to manage leachate in the long term.  

 

Odor Control Plan 

The Project Team will prepare the updated Odor Control Plan for the site in accordance with 6 

NYCRR Part 363-4.6(j). The Plan will discuss technically and financially feasible courses of action 

to respond to emergencies or other special conditions. At a minimum, the plan will include: 
 

1. Identifying potential odor sources and describing the operational procedures and strategies 

to be followed to effectively control odors at the facility; 

2. Procedures to be taken in the event of proposed waste volume increases or changes in 

waste characterization that may increase landfill gas emissions or odors;  

3. Identifying landfill personnel who will be responsible for implementing the odor control 

plan; and  

4. Operational and design-related recommendations that can be implemented upon detection 

of odor control problems, including impervious membranes and interim covers in 

conjunction with other landfill gas control methods.  

 

The odor control plan may include, but not be limited to, gas control systems that are 

appropriately connected to the landfill liner system’s primary leachate collection and removal 

system (including the drainage area on the landfill’s side slopes), and horizontal gas collection 

lines, which may include rejection or mitigation of odiferous wastes that are determined to be 

contributing to off-site odors.  Our team’s ongoing experience in preparing Odor Control Plans 

for Cells 1-4, Cell 5 and Cell 6 and managing their installation directly with the Town will 

facilitate a thoughtful and manageable plan for the new ash monofill. 
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Gas Monitoring and Emission Control Plan 

In accordance with Part 363-4.6(k) the Facility Manual will incorporate a gas monitoring and 

emission control plan.  As an Ash Monofill, no landfill gas emissions will occur.  Therefore, 

emissions will be limited to management of MSW Ash material and soil cover dusting.  Air 

quality monitoring and defining air emissions would be addressed by Project Team member RTP 

under this requirement of the Facility Manual. 

 

Winter & Inclement Weather Operation Plan 

In accordance with Part 363-4.6(l) the Facility Manual will incorporate a plan for the operation 

and maintenance of the facility during winter and inclement weather.  Existing facility operations 

plans will be adapted to address this section. 

 

Radioactive Waste Detection Plan 

As an Ash Monofill all waste received will have been monitored for radioactivity upon 

acceptance at its source Energy from Waste (EfW) facility.  Since the MSW Ash will come from 

known facilities by known transporters, additional monitoring for radioactivity will not be 

necessary.  The Town has a radiation detection system at their Weigh Facility which was 

designed and has been maintained by our Project Team. 

 

Emergency Response Plan 

In accordance with Part 363-4.6(o) the Facility Manual will incorporate an Emergency Response 

Plan to address facility operation and maintenance in response to emergency situations.  The 

Plan will define emergency situations and provide guidance to operations staff with respect to 

appropriate actions to maintain the health and welfare of site workers and the surrounding 

community.  Having a Brookhaven-based Project Team will be instrumental in understanding 

the appropriate resources to include in this plan.   

 

Conceptual Closure, Post-Closure Care, Custodial Care, and End Use Plan 

In accordance with Part 363-4.6(p) and Part 363-9 the Facility Manual will address facility 

closure, post-closure and end use.  The Engineering Design Report will present and the 

Engineering Drawings will depict the planned final grades and final cover for the landfill facility.  

This plan will identify maintenance and monitoring requirements for the facility for the period 

post-closure and for the custodial care period as well as define planned end use of the site.  As 

stated earlier in this response, our Project Team has been responsible for the design and 

construction certification of the last eleven (11) partial cap closures related to Cells 1-4, Cell 5 

and Cell 6.   We have a profound understanding of post closure maintenance and use to the 

Town of Brookhaven.   

 

Deliverable:  Kosuri Engineering & Consultants supported by LKMA, RTP, D&B, Pinewoods 

Engineering, Hayduk Engineering & Cornerstone Engineering will prepare the Facility Manual 

inclusive of an Environmental Monitoring Plan in conformance with Subpart 363-4.6 requirements.  

 

VIII. PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES  

 

As stated earlier, LKMA would assign a Project Manager to this environmental planning, design 

and permitting project.  That single point of contact would be Christopher Dwyer (Associate) 
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who has worked on Brookhaven Landfill projects consistently since joining the firm in 1991.  He 

has a wide range of experience with the various containment systems (Cells 2 through 6) and 

has been involved in almost every project undertaken by the Town of Brookhaven at its landfill 

since the early 1990’s.   Mr. Dwyer over his 27+ years at LKMA has the institutional knowledge of 

the Brookhaven Landfill, familiarity with Town personnel as well as all of the processes involved 

in this project and most importantly has a proven track record of successfully completing large 

scale projects for the Town of Brookhaven. 

 

The Project Manager will “quarterback” the various requirements needed for this project.  A 

project kickoff meeting would be coordinated with the other members of the team (legal and 

technical).  It would be at a project scoping meeting that clear lines of communication will be 

established along with the specific roles of each team member. The Project Manger’s 

responsibility from the commencement of this project will be to keep the design and permit 

processes moving in an efficient and responsive manner.   

 

The Quality Control Manager for the Project Team under this Task will be Gilbert Anderson P.E. 

who will assist the Project Manager in ensuring accuracy, completeness and the timing 

(scheduling) of all deliverables.  

 

It is our understanding that the LKMA Project Team’s Project Management staff as well as the 

Town will participate in a series of project coordination meetings with NYSDEC to maintain 

proper progression and communication.  For budget purposes, our Project Team has accounted 

for a minimum of six (6) project coordination meetings with NYSDEC, six (6) public meetings and 

coordination/design meetings with the Commissioner of the Department of Recycling & 

Sustainable Materials Management on a bi-monthly basis. 

 

All other members of our Project Team (VHB, RTP, Cornerstone, D&B, Kosuri, Pinewoods 

Engineering, Clearview and Hayduk) will be able to support the team on management services and 

general engineering support including attending meetings with the regulatory agencies, public 

hearings / meetings, and coordination / design meetings if and when necessary.  Provisions for 

each have been included in the cost of this Task.   Many of our team members have worked in the 

past with the Town’s in-house legal team as well as some of their outside legal resources.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 











Town of Brookhaven Department of Solid Waste

One Independence Hill, Farmingville, NY 11738

n/a

Christopher Andrade, Commissioner

One Independence Hill, Farmingville, NY 11738

631-451-6222 candrade@brookhavenny.gov

Solid Waste Management design, permitting, landfill compliance, construction administration,

construction certification, capacity analysis, on-site material inventory, assistance with

public bidding of equipment

1991 (Chris Dwyer's tenure) to present

65+ million dollars collectively (capping, cell const., infrastructure)



Town of Smithtown

99 West Main Street, Smithtown, NY 11787

n/a

Mark Riley, PE, Town Engineer

99 West Main Street, Smithtown, NY 11787

631-360-7540

2009-2010

8.7 million dollars (construction) $800,000 (design, permitting & certification)

LKMA designed, permitted and certified the construction of the Town's MSW landfill

at Kings Park (Old Northport Road). The work included the creation of a yard waste

processing facility adjacent to the capped landfill.

mriley@tosgov.com



n/a

Michael Collins, PE, Town Engineer & James Bunchuck, Solid Waste Coordinator

53095 Route 25, PO Box 1179, Southold, NY 11971

Town of Southold

53095 Route 25, PO Box 1179, Southold, NY 11971

631-765-1560
michael.collins@town.southold.ny.us
jbunchuck@town.southold.ny.us

Provided solid waste services, permitting, project management, design and construction

certification services on the Town's municipal solid waste facility (Cox Lane), compost facility,

municipal garage and fueling station at the Highway Yard

2005 - present

7.5 million in construction collectively
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Address ___________________________________________________________________ 
  
 Email Address_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 Principal Contact Person ______________________________________________________ 
 
 Address ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Telephone ___________________________________Email Address__________________ 
  
   
 Briefly describe Scope of Services provided by your Firm 
 
 __________________________________________________________________________ 

 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

  
 __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 Contract Period_____________________________________________________ 
 
 Contract Value_____________________________________________________________ 
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1. Project:  Post-Closure Groundwater Monitoring Program
Blydenburgh Road Landfill Complex 
Islip, New York 

Period of Service: 1996 – Present 

Engineering Fee: $550,000 

Summary Description: This project involved the preparation of a Post-Closure Groundwater 
Monitoring Program Sampling and Analysis Plan; quarterly sampling of groundwater 
monitoring wells and extraction wells (semiannually starting in 2006); collection of 
groundwater level measurements; coordination with the IRRA’s contract analytical 
laboratory and IRRA personnel; data validation and analysis, including assessment of 
historical trends and groundwater flow direction; and preparation of semiannual and annual 
monitoring reports, and well condition reports. In addition, since 2010, D&B has prepared 
annual periodic review reports (PRRs) for the Blydenburgh Landfill Complex in accordance 
with the DER-10 technical guidance for site investigation and remediation. D&B has 
supported the IRRA in its attempts to discuss with the NYSDEC and USEPA the possibility of 
temporarily ceasing the operation of the groundwater extraction and treatment system at 
the landfill to assess its effect on achieving the clean-up goals established in the Record of 
Decision. D&B has also performed sampling for emerging contaminants at the site in 
accordance with the requirements of NYSDEC. 

2. Project:  Blydenburgh Road Landfill Complex
Evaluation and Improvements to Landfill Gas Monitoring and Landfill Gas 
Condensate Management. 

Period of Service: 1999 - 2003 

Engineering Fee: $285,000 

Construction Fee: $500,000 

Summary Description: Assignments included the evaluation of the adequacy of the existing 
landfill gas monitoring well array; preparation of Contract Documents and construction 
services for the installation of 19 landfill gas monitoring wells; investigation and evaluation 
of existing landfill gas condensate management systems and preparation of Contract 
Documents and construction services for the upgrade of the landfill gas condensate 
management system. 



3. Project:  Sonia Road Landfill Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study and
Remedial Design (New York State Superfund Site and Title 3 Project) 

Period of Service: 1994 - Present 

Engineering Fee: $400,000 

Construction Fee: $10,000,000 (est.) 

Summary Description: This project involved preparation of RI/FS work plan, performance 
of a remedial investigation, preparation of a human health risk and environmental 
assessment, data validation, performance of a feasibility study, development and 
implementation of a citizen participation plan, preparation of RI/FS reports, preparation of 
a Presumptive Remedy- Final Closure Plan, final designs and preparation of Plans and 
Specifications (Contract Documents) for bidding purposes, and assistance during 
construction. Additional design services were provided for the management of landfill gas 
condensate and for remedial site improvements. 

4. Project:  Blydenburgh Road Landfill Groundwater Remediation
Baseline Monitoring, Remedial Design and Construction Supervision 

Period of Service: 1994 - Present 

Engineering Fee: $791,000 

Construction Fee: $4,000,000 

Summary Description: This project involved preparation of a design report, 
preparation/update of a groundwater model, remedial design and construction supervision 
of a groundwater extraction, treatment and recharge system. The facility was placed in 
operation in 1996 and remains in continuous operation to the present. 





1. Project:  Quarterly Groundwater and Leachate Sampling and Reporting Program
Cleanfill Phase 1 and Phase 2 and Leachate Containment Basins 
Blydenburgh Road Landfill Complex 
Islip, New York 

Period of Service: 2013 – 2018 

Engineering Fee: $185,000 

Summary Description: This project involved quarterly sampling of groundwater monitoring 
wells, containment basins, leachate storage tanks; collection of quarterly groundwater 
level measurements; coordination with IRRA’s contract analytical laboratory and IRRA 
personnel; data validation and analysis, including assessment of historical trends and 
groundwater flow direction; and preparation of quarterly and annual monitoring reports and 
well condition reports. 

2. Project:  Baseline and Post-Closure Groundwater Monitoring Program
Sonia Road Landfill 
Islip, New York 

Period of Service: 2013 - Present 

Engineering Fee: $85,000 

Summary Description: This project involved the 15-month frequency sampling of 
groundwater monitoring wells; collection of groundwater level measurements; 
coordination with IRRA’s contract analytical laboratory and IRRA personnel; data validation 
and analysis, including assessment of historical trends and groundwater flow direction; and 
preparation of monitoring reports, and well condition reports.  





1. Project:  Southold Landfill
Post-Closure Groundwater and Gas Monitoring 
Cutchogue, New York 

Period of Service: 2015 – Present 

Engineering Fee: $85,500 

Summary Description: The project involves sampling a total of 12 groundwater monitoring 
wells and 15 landfill gas monitoring wells situated at the perimeter of the landfill mass. The 
groundwater sampling is completed using a submersible pump on a semi-annual basis and 
the gas monitoring on a quarterly basis using a landfill gas analyzer. The results are 
presented in routine reports, and include an evaluation of the potential for migration and 
exposure of persons to combustible gases and contaminated groundwater. In 2015, D&B 
successfully petitioned the NYSDEC on behalf of the Town to reduce the frequency of 
groundwater sampling from quarterly to semiannually, which is projected to save the Town 
approximately $25,000 per year over the next 20 years of monitoring. 

2. Project:  Southold Landfill
Closure Investigation, Closure Plan, Closure Design and Closure 
Construction Supervision 

Period of Service: 1991 - 2003 

Engineering Fee: $861,000 

Construction Fee: $5,400,000 

Summary Description: D&B was retained by the Town to provide engineering services in 
connection with investigation and final closure of the landfill in accordance with the NYCRR 
Part 360 regulations and the requirements of the NYSDEC. Responsibilities included 
preparation of a hydrogeologic investigation report, closure investigation report, waste 
delineation report and final closure plan. In addition, the project involved preparation of 
design drawings and specifications for the closure construction, oversight during 
construction, and preparation of a closure certification report and a Monitoring and 
Maintenance Manual. An important element of this project was the preparation/negotiation 
of variances to the Part 360 regulations to reduce the cost of closure construction, and 
close coordination with the Town of Southold, NYSDEC and the contractor during 
construction.



EXHIBIT A 

PROPOSER QUALIFICATIONS 

Describe the principal and any secondary nature of your current business: 

List the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of municipalities, counties, special districts or 
cities or nonprofit organizations which have utilized the firm's services. The purpose of this 
requirement is as stated in the Overview: to establish the ability of the Proposer (and its sub
contractors, if any) to satisfactorily perform the required work. 

Integral to that process is confirming that a proposer has performed/provided similar services to 
others; and the provision of client lists, references, and appropriate contact information, furnishes 
the Town with the necessary information to confirm and evaluate those services. Please note that 
the following submissions meet the intent of the overview. Please provide: 

i. Three client references with complete information as to work performed, time period and
current contract data.
ii. Additionally, a list of New York municipalities and/or other public agencies for which
the proposer has provided similar professional services within the past five years that is
representational, demonstrative, and relevant to type of services as requested in this RFP
(including a brief description of the service).

14 of 49 

VHB's passionate professionals include engineers, scientists, planners, and designers who partner with clients in 
the transportation, real est ate, institutional, and energy industries, as well as federal, state, and local 
governments. Our core services include environmental, transportation planning and engineering, land 
development, planning and design, and applied technologies. 

Indicate the length of time the firm has been in that business under your present name and identify 

all other names under which you have done business: 
VHB was founded in 1979. In New York, we have been under the name "VHB Engineering, Surveying,

VHB has provided SEQR services for a variety of Long Island communities and public agencies for more than 
35 years. Over the past 5 years, the most representations, demonstrative, and relevant projects include 
environmental services for American Organic Energy Anaerobic Digester Facility in Yaphank, New York and 
engineering and technical services for the Brookhaven Rail Terminal Expansion in Yaphank, New York

Landscape Architecture and Geology, P.C." for approximately a year. Prior to the renaming, we

were called "VHB Engineering, Surveying and Landscape Architecture, P.C." Since 2009, the firm has

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

acquired "Eschbacher Engineering P.C.," "Freudenthal & Elkowitz Consulting Group, Inc.," "Saccardi &

Schiff, Inc.," "Eng-Wong, Taub & Associates," "Fountains Spatial, Inc." and "Pat T. Seccafico Professional

Land Surveyor, P.C."

























EXHIBIT A 
 

PROPOSER QUALIFICATIONS 
 

Describe the principal and any secondary nature of your current business: 
  Primary: Public and privates sectors’ Solid Waste Management facilities and services 

 

                   Planning, permitting and implementation. 
 

  Secondary: Distributed Clean Energy facilities development at publicly owned and operated  
                      Solid Waste Management facilities. 

 

Indicate the length of time the firm has been in that business under your present name and identify all other names
 under which you have done business: 

 
 

   24-years. Clearview Consultants was founded as a Long Island-based firm in 1995 and has 
 

  been located in Brookhaven since 1996.    

 

 

List the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of municipalities, counties, special districts or cities or 
nonprofit organizations which have utilized the firm's services. The purpose of this requirement is as stated 
in the Overview: to establish the ability of the Proposer (and its sub- contractors, if any) to satisfactorily 
perform the required work. 

See attached, directly extracted from Clearview Consultants, LLC Solid Waste Management professional 
services brochure.    

 
Integral to that process is confirming that a proposer has performed/provided similar services to others; and the 
provision of client lists, references, and appropriate contact information, furnishes the Town with the necessary 
information to confirm and evaluate those services. Please note that the following submissions meet the intent of 
the overview. Please provide: 

 
i. Three client references with complete information as to work performed, time period and current contract 

data. See attached. 
 
ii. Additionally, a list of New York municipalities and/or other public agencies for which the proposer has 

provided similar professional services within the past five years that is representational, demonstrative, and 
relevant to type of services as requested in this RFP (including a brief description of the service). 

 
See attached, directly extracted from Clearview Consultants, LLC Solid Waste Management professional services 
brochure.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

REFERENCES 
 

 

 
 
Name: Town of Brookhaven 
Address: One Independence Hill 

         Farmingville, NY 11738    

Reference 1: 
  Principal Contact Person: Matthew J. Miner, Chief of Operations 
 

  Telephone: (631) 451-2443 E-mail: MMiner@brookhaven.org  
 

  Briefly describe Scope of Services provided by your Firm: 
  Clean Energy facilities development at Yaphank Solid Waste Management Complex. 

 

Contract Period: 2012-to-present. 

 
Reference 2: 
  Principal Contact Person: Kevin Johnston, Deputy Commissioner,  
                                           Department of Recycling & Sustainable Materials Management   
 

  Telephone: (631) 451-6212 E-mail: kjohnston@BROOKHAVEN.ORG  

  Briefly describe Scope of Services provided by your Firm: 

  Clean Energy facilities development at Yaphank Solid Waste Management Complex. 

Contract Period: 2012-to-present. 

 
Reference 3: 
  Principal Contact Person: James H. Heil, PE, Former Commissioner 
                                            Department of Solid Waste Management  
 

  Telephone: (631) 744-5755 E-mail: JHOWH@verizon.net  
 

  Briefly describe Scope of Services provided by your Firm: 
 Yaphank Solid Waste Management 1st Landfill Cell Expansion. 

 

 Materials Recycling Facility conceptualization, planning, permitting, procurement and 
construction oversight. 

 

 Town Curbside Recycling Program conceptualization, planning and start-up. 
 

 Town of Brookhaven/Town of Hempstead Ash-for-Trash Agreement. 
 

 Creation of Town Refuse Collection Districts and 1st competitive Procurement.   
 

Contract Period: 1984-to-1995. 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
List the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of municipalities, counties, special districts or 
cities or nonprofit organizations which have utilized the firm’s services. The purpose of this 
requirement is as stated in the Overview: to establish the ability of the Proposer (and its sub-
contractors, if any) to satisfactorily perform the required work.  
 
Integral to that process is confirming that a proposer has performed/provided similar services to 
others; and the provision of client lists, references, and appropriate contact information, furnishes 
the Town with the necessary information to confirm and evaluate those services. Please note that 
the following submissions meet the intent of the overview. Please provide: 
 
i. Three client references with complete information as to work performed, time period and 
current contract data. 
ii. Additionally, a list of New York municipalities and/or other public agencies for which 
the proposer has provided similar professional services within the past five years that is 
representational, demonstrative, and relevant to type of services as requested in this RFP 
(including a brief description of the service).  
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Hayduk Engineering is a consulting engineering firm, specializing in site, civil, sanitary and
transportation engineering, and construction administration.

Stephen G. Hayduk, PE: 1992 - 2002

Hayduk Engineering, PC: 1984 - 1992

Hayduk Engineering, LLC: 2002 - present
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Inc. Village of Old Field

207 Old Field Road, Setauket, NY  11733

mayor@oldfieldny.org

Mayor Michael Levine

207 Old Field Road, Setauket, NY  11733

631.941.9412 mayor@oldfieldny.org

Engineering services for Village Wide Road Improvements

Completed 2012

$2,000,000
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555 Pleasantville Road, South Building, Suite 201, Briarcliff Manor, NY  10510

Daniel.Briar@wsp.com

WSP (MTA/Metro-North Railroad)

Daniel Briar

555 Pleasantville Road, South Building, Suite 201, Briarcliff Manor, NY  10510

914.747.1120 Daniel.Briar@wsp.com

Stormwater Management Design

2017 - present

$322,000
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WSP (NYSDOT)

One Penn Plaza, New York, NY  10119

Peter.Sucher@wsp.com

Peter Sucher

One Penn Plaza, New York, NY  10119

212.465.5000 Peter.Sucher@wsp.com

Civil Engineering Services
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COMPENDIUM OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
ASSIGNMENTS FOR SOLID WASTE FACILTIES 

 

D&B Engineers and Architects, P.C. (D&B) has over 35 years of experience in successfully 
providing pre-operational, operational and post-closure landfill testing services to municipalities 
throughout Long Island, as well as all phases of landfill planning and development, design, 
operations and maintenance, and closure. Our experience includes performing the Hydrogeologic 
Investigations for Cell 5 and Cell 6 of the Town of Brookhaven Landfill as part of the permit 
application process for these major landfill expansions in conformance with NYSDEC 6 
NYCRR Part 360 regulations. D&B also conducted the closure investigation for Cells 1 through 
4. 
 
D&B is currently responsible for conducting monitoring programs, which involve samples from 
groundwater monitoring wells and leachate collection and storage systems. In addition, D&B’s 
responsibilities include completing the data validation process on the analytical results along 
with the technical assessment, interpretation of the data (including assessment of historical 
trends), and preparation of monitoring reports at a number of landfills in New York State in 
conformance with Part 360 regulations. This includes our performance of the Unified Monitoring 
Program (UMP) for the Town of Brookhaven Landfill, which we have conducted since the 
inception of the UMP in 2005, and groundwater sampling for the Town of Islip Blydenburgh 
Road Landfill Complex. In addition to these projects, we have also conducted numerous 
groundwater sampling programs, including data validation and assessment, and report 
preparation, at other sites which require compliance with NYSDEC regulations. These include 
over 100 Superfund sites located throughout New York State. 
 
Examples of projects which have been or are currently being conducted on Long Island and in 
Suffolk County by D&B, include the following:  
 
Project: Part 360 Hydrogeologic Investigation and 

Operational Monitoring Program 
Brookhaven Landfill - Cell 5 
Brookhaven, New York 

 
Period of Service: 1992-2002 
 
Contact: Matthew Miner, Chief of Operations 
 Town of Brookhaven 
 1 Independence Hill 
 Farmingville, New York 11738 
 (631) 451-6224 
 
Engineering Fee: $1,000,000 
 
Summary Description: This project involved the preparation of a Hydrogeologic Investigation 

Work Plan and Report; installation of groundwater monitoring wells; 
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slug testing; geophysical survey; quarterly and semiannual sampling of 
groundwater monitoring wells; monthly groundwater level 
measurements; explosive gas survey; vector survey; leachate seep 
survey; coordination with the driller, Town’s contract analytical 
laboratory and Town personnel; data validation and analysis, including 
geochemistry, historical trends and vertical and horizontal 
groundwater flow direction; preparation of quarterly and annual 
monitoring reports; and preparation of Interim and Operational 
Monitoring Programs and a Contingency Plan. 

 
 
Project: Part 360 Support and Landfill Expansion 
 Brookhaven Landfill - Cell 6 
 Brookhaven, New York 
 
Period of Service: 2000-Present 
 
Contact: Matthew Miner, Chief of Operations 
 Town of Brookhaven 
 1 Independence Hill 
 Farmingville, New York 11738 
 (631) 451-6224 
 
Engineering Fee: $750,000 
 
Summary Description: This project involved providing support for the development of an 

Environmental Impact Statement that was successful in obtaining an 
operating permit for the Cell 6 Landfill Expansion. A scope of work 
for a Hydrogeologic Investigation was developed and implemented, 
involving incorporation of hydrogeologic and analytical data derived 
for Cell 5 and an evaluation of new groundwater, leachate and surface 
water analytical data. Other tasks of the project involved development 
and implementation of the Environmental Monitoring Plan and 
Operational Monitoring Program for the landfill expansion. The 
analytical data were validated, presented and evaluated in quarterly 
monitoring reports, including assessment of the integrity of the landfill 
liner system and leachate. 
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Project: Cells 1-4 Part 360 Support and Closure 
Brookhaven Landfill 

 Brookhaven, New York 
 
Period of Service: 1996-2005 
 
Contact: Matthew Miner, Chief of Operations 
 Town of Brookhaven 
 1 Independence Hill 
 Farmingville, New York 11738 
 (631) 451-6224 
 

Summary Description: D&B prepared the Part 360 Landfill Closure Investigation Work Plan 
for Cells 1-4. The plan was designed to define the landfill geology and 
hydrogeology, and surface water and groundwater quality at and in the 
vicinity of the site, as well as to provide data regarding surface 
leachate, explosive gas and vectors for closure and remediation of the 
landfill, if required. D&B conducted the investigation, which included 
a well survey, air monitoring, boreholes, geophysical logging, 
groundwater monitoring well installations, in-situ hydraulic 
conductivity testing, groundwater and surface water sampling, 
explosive gas survey, surface leachate survey and vector survey. D&B 
prepared the Closure Investigation Report in 1996, as well as 
developing and implementing the Closure Monitoring Program on an 
annual basis from 1998 through 2005 to ensure compliance with Part 
360, prior to unification of the various monitoring programs in 2005. 

 
 

Project: Part 360 Support 
 Brookhaven Landfill - Unified Monitoring Program 
 Brookhaven, New York 
 
Period of Service: 2002-Present 
 
Contact: Matthew Miner, Chief of Operations 
 Town of Brookhaven 
 1 Independence Hill 
 Farmingville, New York 11738 
 (631) 451-6224 
 
Engineering Fee: $400,000 
 
Summary Description: The project involved successfully assisting the Town in developing 

Part 360 operating permit variances for a unified monitoring program 
for all of the various cells of the Town of Brookhaven Landfill. The 
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approved variances resulted in an approximate 70% reduction in 
sampling, analytical and reporting costs. Subsequent associated tasks 
involved the development of an Environmental Monitoring Plan. 
Ongoing tasks completed since 2005 involve the semiannual sampling 
of 27 groundwater monitoring wells, all leachate collection chambers 
(approximately 40 samples) and surface water bodies. The analytical 
data are validated and assessments are made regarding historical trends 
and developed existing water quality values are evaluated with respect 
to post-capping trends and integrity of the landfill liner systems. 

 
 

Project: Delineation and Monitoring of Leachate-Impacted Groundwater Plume 
Brookhaven Landfill 

 Brookhaven, New York 
 
Period of Service: 2008-Present 
 
Contact: Matthew Miner, Chief of Operations 
 Town of Brookhaven 
 1 Independence Hill 
 Farmingville, New York 11738 
 (631) 451-6224 
 
Engineering Fee: $200,000 

Summary Description:  This project involves the delineation of the leachate-impacted 
groundwater plume downgradient of the landfill. A robust, yet cost 
effective scope of work was developed. The work was successfully 
implemented under an aggressive schedule in order to provide timely 
information to the Town, the public and regulatory agencies. The 
delineation of the leachate plume has involved re-establishing the 
existing downgradient monitoring well network of over 100 wells, 
rehabilitation and sampling of over 20 wells and completion of vertical 
profile groundwater probes. All analytical is validated and presented in 
a report. Following the delineation, D&B has conducted annual 
monitoring of the leachate plume involving annual sampling of 28 
groundwater monitoring wells, and quarterly sampling of surface 
water bodies. D&B produces a report every two years that presents the 
latest data regarding the configuration of the leachate plume.  
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Project: Quarterly Groundwater and Leachate Sampling and Reporting 

Program 
Cleanfill Phase 1 and Phase 2 and 
Leachate Containment Basins 
Blydenburgh Road Landfill Complex 
Islip, New York 

 
Period of Service: 2013-Present 
 
Contact: Anthony Varrichio, P.E., Chief Engineer 

Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 224-5644 
 
James Heil, P.E. (retired) 
Former President 
Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 744-5755 
 

Engineering Fee: $185,000 
 
Summary Description: This project involved quarterly sampling of groundwater monitoring 

wells, containment basins, leachate storage tanks; collection of 
quarterly groundwater level measurements; coordination with IRRA’s 
contract analytical laboratory and IRRA personnel; data validation and 
analysis, including assessment of historical trends and groundwater 
flow direction; and preparation of quarterly and annual monitoring 
reports and well condition reports. 

 
 
Project: Post-Closure Groundwater Monitoring Program 

Blydenburgh Road Landfill Complex 
Islip, New York 

 
Period of Service: 1996-Present 
 
Contact: Anthony Varrichio, P.E., Chief Engineer 

Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 224-5644 
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James Heil, P.E. (retired) 
Former President 
Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 744-5755 
 

Engineering Fee: $550,000 
 
Summary Description: This project involved the preparation of a Post-Closure Groundwater 

Monitoring Program Sampling and Analysis Plan; quarterly sampling 
of groundwater monitoring wells and extraction wells (semiannually 
starting in 2006); collection of groundwater level measurements; 
coordination with the IRRA’s contract analytical laboratory and IRRA 
personnel; data validation and analysis, including assessment of 
historical trends and groundwater flow direction; and preparation of 
semiannual and annual monitoring reports, and well condition reports.  
In addition, since 2010, D&B has prepared annual periodic review 
reports (PRRs) for the Blydenburgh Landfill Complex in accordance 
with the DER-10 technical guidance for site investigation and 
remediation. D&B has supported the IRRA in its attempts to discuss 
with the NYSDEC and USEPA the possibility of temporarily ceasing 
the operation of the groundwater extraction and treatment system at 
the landfill to assess its effect on achieving the clean-up goals 
established in the Record of Decision. 

 
 
Project: Baseline and Post-Closure Groundwater Monitoring Program 

Sonia Road Landfill 
Islip, New York 

 
Period of Service: 2013-Present 
 
Contact: Anthony Varrichio, P.E., Chief Engineer 

Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 224-5644 
 
James Heil, P.E. (retired) 
Former President 
Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 744-5755 
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Engineering Fee: $85,000 
 
Summary Description: This project involved the 15-month frequency sampling of 

groundwater monitoring wells; collection of groundwater level 
measurements; coordination with IRRA’s contract analytical 
laboratory and IRRA personnel; data validation and analysis, including 
assessment of historical trends and groundwater flow direction; and 
preparation of monitoring reports, and well condition reports. 

 
 
Project: Post-Closure Groundwater and Gas Monitoring 
 Southold Landfill 
 Cutchogue, New York 
 
Period of Service: 2015-Present 
 
Contact: James Bunchuck, Solid Waste Coordinator 
 Town of Southold 
 P.O. Box 962 
 Cutchogue, New York 11935 
 (631) 734-7685 
 
Engineering Fee: $85,500 
 
Summary Description: The project involves sampling a total of 12 groundwater monitoring 

wells and 15 landfill gas monitoring wells situated at the perimeter of 
the landfill mass. The groundwater sampling is completed using a 
submersible pump on a semi-annual basis and the gas monitoring on a 
quarterly basis using a landfill gas analyzer. The results are presented 
in routine reports, and include an evaluation of the potential for 
migration and exposure of persons to combustible gases and 
contaminated groundwater. In 2015, D&B successfully petitioned the 
NYSDEC on behalf of the Town to reduce the frequency of 
groundwater sampling from quarterly to semiannually, which is 
projected to save the Town approximately $25,000 per year over the 
next 20 years of monitoring. 

 
Additional Services: D&B prepared the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) 

and the design and contract documents for the landfill capping system. 
D&B provided construction management services for the construction 
of the landfill capping system.  
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Project: Operating Permit Compliance Support 
 Town of Brookhaven Leaf Composting Facility 
 Manorville, New York 
 
Period of Service: 2002-Present 
 
Contact: Matthew Miner, Chief of Operations 
 Town of Brookhaven 
 1 Independence Hill 
 Farmingville, New York 11738 
 (631) 451-6224 
 
Engineering Fee: $140,000 
 
Summary Description: The project involves providing services required to aid the Town in 

complying with the requirements of the operating permit for the 
Manorville Leaf Composting Facility. The tasks involve sampling of 
groundwater, compost and surface water at, and in the vicinity of, the 
facility. The data are validated and presented in annual reports. The 
reports provide an evaluation of the data with respect to NYSDEC 
standards and guidance values, and historical trends. 
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PROJECT SUMMARIES SPECIFIC TO LANDFILL MONITORING PROJECTS 

 

Project Brookfield Avenue Landfill Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study 
and Remedial Design 

Period of Service 1994 to 2010 

Client Contact Henry Boucher, P.E., Project Manager 
Camp, Dresser and McKee 
Edison, New Jersey 
(732) 225-7000 
(D&B is a subconsultant to CDM on this project) 

Engineering Fee $665,000 

Construction Fee $100,000,000 (est.) 

Summary Description This project involved assistance in performance of a remedial 
investigation, development and implementation of a citizen 
participation program and assistance in preparation of a feasibility 
study and end use plan. The design portion of the project includes on-
site testing of landfill gas generation rates, preparation of a design 
report and plans and specifications for a landfill gas management 
system to address the 130-acre landfill.  The design includes both 
horizontal and vertical landfill gas collection wells with disposal by 
flaring in an enclosed ground flare. 
 

Project Blydenburgh Road Landfill Complex Evaluation and Improvements to 
Landfill Gas Monitoring and Landfill Gas Condensate Management. 

Period of Service 1999 to 2003 
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Client Contact Anthony Varrichio, P.E., Chief Engineer 
Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 224-5644 
 
James Heil, P.E. (retired) 
Former President 
Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 744-5755 
 
 

Engineering Fee $285,000 

Construction Fee $500,000 

Summary Description Assignments included the evaluation of the adequacy of the existing 
landfill gas monitoring well array; preparation of Contract Documents 
and construction services for the installation of 19 landfill gas 
monitoring wells; investigation and evaluation of existing landfill gas 
condensate management systems and preparation of Contract 
Documents and construction services for the upgrade of the landfill gas 
condensate management system. 

Project Sonia Road Landfill Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study and 
Remedial Design (New York State Superfund Site and Title 3 Project) 

Period of Service 1996 to Present 

Client Contact Anthony Varrichio, P.E., Chief Engineer 
Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 224-5644 
 
James Heil, P.E. (retired) 
Former President 
Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 744-5755 
 

Engineering Fee $400,000 
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Construction Fee $10,000,000 (est.) 

Summary Description This project involved preparation of RI/FS work plan, performance of a 
remedial investigation, preparation of a human health risk and 
environmental assessment, data validation, performance of a feasibility 
study, development and implementation of a citizen participation plan, 
preparation of RI/FS reports, preparation of a Presumptive Remedy-
Final Closure Plan, final designs and preparation of Plans and 
Specifications (Contract Documents) for bidding purposes, and 
assistance during construction.  Additional design services were 
provided for the management of landfill gas condensate and for 
remedial site improvements. 

 

Project Town of Smithtown Montclair Avenue Landfill. 

Period of Service 2002 to 2010 

Client Contact Russell Barnett, Director 
Town of Smithtown 
Department of Environment and Waterways 
124 W. Main Street 
Smithtown, NY  11787 

Engineering Fee $90,000 

Construction Fee N/A 

Summary Description This project involved site investigations, groundwater sampling and 
analysis, and evaluation/modification of landfill gas conditions in order 
to address and resolve outstanding issues pertaining to an Order on 
Consent. 

Project Blydenburgh Road Landfill Baseline Groundwater Remediation 
Monitoring, Remedial Design and Construction Supervision 

Period of Service 1994 to Present 

Client Contact Anthony Varrichio, P.E., Chief Engineer 
Islip Resource Recovery Agency 
401 Main Street 
Islip, New York 11751 
(631) 224-5644 
 

Engineering Fee $791,000 
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Construction Fee $4,000,000 

Summary Description This project involved preparation of a sampling and analysis plan, 
performance of a groundwater monitoring program, preparation/update 
of a groundwater model, remedial design and remedial construction 
supervision of a groundwater extraction, treatment and recharge 
system. The facility was placed in operation in 1996 and remains in 
continuous operation to the present. 

 



 

American Organic Energy Anaerobic Digester Facility
Yaphank, New York 

Client 
American Organic Energy 

VHB Schedule 
Started: July 2013 
Completed: Ongoing 

Reference 
Charles Vigliotti 
CEO 
American Organic Energy 
516.334.6600 

VHB is managing environmental services for American Organic Energy’s 
proposed $50 million anaerobic digester in Suffolk County. The first of its kind 
on Long Island, the state-of-the-art facility will convert food waste and other 
organic materials into renewable energy. VHB prepared the NYSDEC Part 360 
Solid Waste Management Facility Permit for the existing composting operations 
as well as the proposed anaerobic digester facility. We managed the air quality 
analysis performed by a subconsultant for the NYSDEC Part 201 Air Resources 
Permit, completed the permit documentation for the Odor and Dust Control 
Plan, and prepared the Groundwater Monitoring Plan in accordance with 
NYSDEC requirements. VHB also assisted with the permit documentation for the 
Suffolk County Department of Health Services for wastewater disposal. We 
completed SEQRA documentation, including a traffic impact study, as well as 
preliminary and final site plans and a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. The 
project received a SEQRA Negative Declaration and Special Use Permit from the 
Town of Brookhaven Town Board, required variances from the Town Board of 
Appeals, and site plan approval from the Town Planning Board. 

Im
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Brookhaven Rail Terminal Expansion 
Yaphank, New York 

Client 
Town of Brookhaven 

VHB Schedule 
Started: April 2016 
Completed: Ongoing 
 

VHB has been retained by the Town of Brookhaven to provide engineering, 
consulting, and technical services for the proposed expansion of the Brookhaven 
Rail Terminal plan, including State Environmental Quality Review Act 
documentation and engineering review of the site development plans. 
Expansion of the Brookhaven Rail Terminal on Long Island will bring a much-
needed increase in shipping, warehousing, and logistics capacity to this rail-
based multimodal facility in Suffolk County. The project will expand the existing 
facility onto approximately 322 acres of currently undeveloped property, 
including extension of the existing spur track system, access roads, warehouse 
buildings, and support buildings and infrastructure. A portion of the property 
will be established as an undisturbed/conservation easement.  
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Brookhaven Project List 

Cornerstone staff have been involved with the ongoing development of the Town of Brookhaven Landfill for almost 
30 years. The listing of individual projects that compile the whole of the Town of Brookhaven Landfill testify to 
Cornerstone’s commitment to the Town and depth of institutional knowledge regarding the landfill and its 
environmental control features.  Cornerstone staff have been responsible for and have assisted with the following 
significant landfill design, permitting and construction projects: 

1. Phase I Double liner and Capping - 1990 

2. Design and construction monitoring of Cell 4 - 1992 

3. Cell 5 Engineering Design and Permit Application - 1993 

4. Cell 5 Construction Documents 

a. Phases I & II - 1995 

b. Phases III, IV & V - 1997 

c. Phases VI, VII & VIII - 1999 

5. Cell 6 Engineering Design and Permit Application -2001 

6. Cell 6 Construction Documents 

a. Phase I - 2002 

b. Phase II Forcemain - 2003 

c. Phase II - 2004 

d. Phase III - 2010 

e. Phases V & VI - 2012 

f. Phases VII & VIII - 2014 

g. Phases IX & X - 2015 

h. Phases XI, XII & XIII - 2019 
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MSE BERMS 
MSE berms offer a unique mechanism for optimizing 
facility waste capacity with only nominal or no lateral 
landfill expansion. The design of MSE berms is not 
universally understood. Common practice in the 
industry is to defer MSE berm designs to the 
manufacturer of the geogrid. Each of the geogrid 
manufacturers provides this service. Cornerstone 
recognized that these designs are biased towards the 
subject geogrid and are not necessarily an impartial 
representation of the best interest of the subject 
facility. Additionally, the geogrid manufacturers are 
not environmental specialists and typically are not 
familiar with the specific considerations of each 
individual project site.  

Cornerstone specializes in geotechnical engineering 
related to environmental facilities and in designing 
MSE berms. Our designs are not “cookie cutter,” but 
are custom designs adapted to site-specific 
conditions such as landfill gas systems, leachate 
collection and conveyance, environmental 
monitoring, access roads, and operational concerns 
to reduce friction during concurrent landfilling and 
MSE construction activities. Each design is individual 
and tailored to the specific needs and circumstances 
of the project site. For each of the subject facilities 
detailed above we have carefully reviewed the overall 
geometry of the site and the geometry of the MSE 
berm and incorporated site infrastructure to provide 
the best air-space to cost value.  

As an example, considerable time was invested in 
determining the optimum berm height for the Cape 
May County Landfill. Looking at multiple 
development scenarios and balancing the timing of 
capital expenditures, the Cape May design ultimately 
settled on a berm that averages approximately 70 
feet in height.  

At the Sussex County Landfill, a prior assessment by 
another firm indicated that no cost-effective 

expansion opportunity existed at the facility. 
However, by combining lateral expansion with an 
MSE berm, the expansion not only became cost 
effective, but expanding the landfill also eliminated 
$20,000,000 in stranded debt. Construction of the 
first phase of this expansion and MSE berm was 
completed in 2017. 

These prior experiences are invaluable and allow 
Cornerstone to offer WMNY the insight necessary to 
successfully implement its MSE berm. Throughout the 
rest of this section we present a more detailed 
discussion of our background, qualifications, and 
technical approach regarding MSE berms. We look 
forward to working with WMNY and stand ready to 
answer any questions that you may have relative to 
our proposal. 

NEW JERSEY EXPERIENCE 
In New Jersey, five municipal agencies have included 
MSE berms in their facility plans. These agencies 
include: 

 Atlantic County Utilities Authority (ACUA) – 
permitted, not constructed 

 Cape May County Municipal Utilities Authority 
(CMCMUA) – permitted, not constructed 

 Pollution Control Financing Authority of Camden 
County (PCFACC) – permit pending 

 Sussex County Municipal Utilities Authority 
(SCMUA) – permitted and constructed 

 Pollution Control Financing Authority of Warren 
County (PCFAWC) – permitted, construction 
pending 

Cornerstone staff have been actively engaged with 
the design and permitting of each of these projects 
which are discussed in more detail after TABLE 1 
below.  
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ATLANTIC COUNTY UTILITIES AUTHORITY 

Cornerstone staff members worked with ACUA for 
the conceptualization of including MSE berms at the 
ACUA facility. At that time, the application of MSE 
berms at landfill facilities, while utilized in other 
states, was a new concept to New Jersey regulators. 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of MSE berms, 
Cornerstone staff arranged a field trip for ACUA and 
NJDEP staff to the Tullytown Landfill to view the 
extensive inclusion of MSE berms into that facility and 
to talk with site representatives about their personal 
experience with MSE berm implementation.  

Following the preliminary discussions with and 
demonstration to NJDEP, the MSE berm was 
incorporated into the ACUA facility permit. Since that 
time, Cornerstone’s staff has incorporated MSE berms 
into the permits for: 

 Cape May County Landfill 
 Pennsauken Landfill (permit pending) 
 Sussex County Landfill (first phase constructed) 
 Warren County District Landfill (construction 

pending) 

 

 

CAPE MAY COUNTY MUNICIPAL UTILITIES 

AUTHORITY 

Cornerstone staff conceptualized and designed the 
MSE Berm for the Cape May MUA Landfill. This 
project includes a one mile long, 70-foot high berm 
surrounding the entire footprint of existing and 
proposed landfill. A permit for this MSE Berm has 
been granted by NJDEP and Cornerstone was 
instrumental in preparing the construction 
documents for the first phase of landfill expansion 

that would set the stage for construction of the MSE 
Berm sometime in the future. 

 

 

POLLUTION CONTROL FINANCING AUTHORITY OF 

CAMDEN COUNTY 

The PCFACC is limited in terms of its ability to expand 
laterally and was scheduled to close by about 2022. 
Cornerstone evaluated the facility and found that 
through the addition of an MSE berm facility life 
could be extended without a lateral expansion and 
with no additional burden to landfill closure accounts. 
The first stage of this expansion includes a 1,700-
foot-long, 50-foot-high MSE berm at the limit of 
waste with no lateral expansion of the landfill 
baseliner footprint. The first stage of the MSE berm 
landfill expansion has been submitted to NJDEP, and 
a permit is pending. Construction is scheduled to 
commence in the second half of 2019. 

 

 

Site visit with NJDEP to an existing MSE berm installation 

Cape May County Landfill. MSE berm will extend
around perimeter of entire facility. 

Pennsauken Landfill Site. 
MSE berm will be on the left side of the landfill. 
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SUSSEX COUNTY MUNICIPAL UTILITIES AUTHORITY 

SCMUA was scheduled to consume permitted 
airspace and close in 2022. At the anticipated time of 
closure, the closure fund would be underfunded by 
approximately $20,000,000. SCMUA reported that 
they had previously evaluated landfill expansions and 
found them to be impractical. Cornerstone performed 
an evaluation and determined that by incorporating 
an MSE berm the landfill could be expanded both 
laterally and vertically and that the additional waste 
capacity would fully fund the closure account. 
Cornerstone prepared the design and permit 
modification for an MSE berm that ranged in height 
from 10 feet to approximately 50 feet that would be 
approximately 5,000 feet long and will provide an 
additional 40 years of landfill life. The first stage of 
the expansion was constructed in 2018. Cornerstone 
prepared the construction documents, monitored 
construction, and provided construction certification. 
This first stage of the landfill expansion will provide 
capacity until 2028. This is the first MSE berm to be 
constructed at a landfill in New Jersey.  

 

 

 

POLLUTION CONTROL FINANCING AUTHORITY OF 

WARREN COUNTY 

Cornerstone prepared the design and permit 
documents for the expansion of the Warren County 
District Landfill. The expansion encompassing 
approximately 34 acres includes two separate areas 
of MSE berms to accommodate proximity to other 
facility infrastructure and challenging surface 
topography. Berms are as high as 40 feet and extend 
for approximately 2,000 feet. This expansion has been 
permitted, and Cornerstone has prepared the 
construction documents for the first phase of 
construction. Construction is anticipated to begin in 
mid-2019. 

 

 

NEW YORK EXPERIENCE 
In New York, Cornerstone has designed and/or 
implemented MSE berms at the Town of Carmel 
Landfill and the Town of Colonie Landfill 

TOWN OF CARMEL LANDFILL 

Cornerstone performed a variety of closure and post-
closure services for the Town of Carmel Landfill, 
located in the Town of Carmel, Putnam County, New 
York. The work included a closure investigation, 
engineering design for closure, and CQA services in 
accordance with 6 NYCRR Part 360 regulations. 

Historical landfill operations created steep landfill 
sideslopes and waste extending beyond the facility 
boundary. Landfill sideslopes in portions of the site 
exceeded the regulatory maximum of 3H:1V with the 
toe of the slope extending beyond the boundary in 
several locations. Re-grading and relocating this 

1) Outside of finished MSE berm at SCMUA.
2) Aerial photo of the area with the finished 

 MSE berm around the perimeter. 

Warren County District Landfill with
 the expansion area to the top left. 
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waste to adjacent properties was necessary to flatten 
the landfill sideslopes and complete the landfill 
closure, and consolidation on-site was required to 
avoid the excess cost of off-site disposal. 
Approximately 10,000 cy of waste were relocated to 
create the final landfill cover configuration. Because 
of the steepness of the southern slope it was 
necessary to incorporate a MSE berm to keep all 
waste on the Town property. 

Construction of the final closure began in 2005 and 
was completed in 2007. Cornerstone provided 
professional engineering services during construction, 
including contract administration, shop drawing 
review, construction observation, and engineering 
certification. 

 

 

TOWN OF COLONIE LANDFILL 

The Town of Colonie Landfill was recently issued 
permits for the Area 7 Development project, which 
included approximately 3,400 linear feet of MSE 
perimeter berm. The MSE berm will have a maximum 
height on the order of 20 feet. 

The site design was constricted by footprint, and 
aesthetic considerations and the implementation of 
the MSE berm provided a solution that addressed 
both site challenges and ultimately allowed the site to 
add 19 years of life. Additionally, the MSE berm was 
configured in a manner that proved to be a benefit to 
noise attenuation at the site. 

Permits for the site were issued in 2018, and initial 
site preparation for the berm is anticipated for the 
2019/2020 construction seasons. 

Town of Carmel MSE berm. 





 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
               

 
 
 
 
This world class two (2) line MRF receives and processes 300T/Shift of residential curbside Commingled 
Paper and Commingled Containers. 
 

The Commingled Paper consists of: 
 

 Corrugated 
 News 
 Magazines 
 High and Low Grade Paper 
 Junk Mail 
 Telephone Books 

 

The Commingled Containers consists of: 
 

 Glass 
 Ferrous 
 Aluminum 
 Plastics 

 HDPE 
 PET 

 

The Facility is owned by the Town and currently operated by Waste Management Inc. under a five (5) year 
Operating Contract. 
 

 
  
 
 

Clearview’s William C. Miller, Jr., PE served as Principal-In-Charge of the following activities: 
 

 Concept Design 
 Permitting 
 Request For Proposals 
 Proposal Evaluation and Negotiations 
 Construction Monitoring 

 

CLIENT PROFILE 

TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN, NY 
MATERIALS RECOVERY FACILITY 

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITIES 

PROJECT REPONSIBILITIES 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

The Town of Brookhaven, NY encompasses 300 square miles with a residential population of 450,000.  In 
1991 the Town, through its Department of Waste Management, transformed residential waste collection 
from an unregulated at-large collection operation that evolved over the Town’s 350 year historical growth 
to a state-of-the-art public/private partnership managed by the Town and operated by the private sector.       
 

The Town’s Department of Waste Management established 35-Collection Districts encompassing 116,000 
Single and Multiple Family accounts.  The Department also developed, competitively Bid and awarded 31 
3-year Collection Contracts to private sector waste collection companies to service each of the 
established Collection Districts.    

 

 
 
 

 

Clearview, supporting Brookhaven’s Waste Management Department from 1984 through 1995, was 
involved in: 
 

 A 140-staff Department with an Annual Operating Budget of $75,000,000; 
 A 35-District Residential MSW Collection Operation; 
 A 2000TPD Landfill Operation; 
 A 300TPD Materials Recycling Facility; and 
 A 1500TPD MSW Transfer Haul Operation to the Hempstead WTE Plant. 

 
 

 

CLIENT PROFILE  

TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN, NY 
RESIDENTIAL WASTE COLLECTION 

 

Project Description 

Project Responsibilities 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
This three (3) boiler Facility processes 2250TPD of MSW utilizing BFI’s Deutsche Babcock Anlagen’s 
Mass Burn Waterwall Technology to produce 80 MW of electricity which is sold to the Long Island 
Power Authority. Air pollution control consists of dry scrubbers, bag houses and thermal DeNox. 
 

Project Capital Coat: $375,000,000. 
 
 
  
 
Clearview’s William C. Miller, Jr., PE was involved with the following Project elements:  
 

 Project Concept/Scoping  
 Strategic Planning 
 Feasibility Studies 
 Facility Sizing 
 Environmental Impact Statement 
 Health Risk Assessment 
 Permitting 
 Technical Specifications 
 Agreements/Negotiations 
 Project Financing 
 Construction Monitoring 
 Government and Public Relations 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CLIENT PROFILE 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITIES 

WESTBURY, NY 
80 MW ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Covanta Energy, a US and global leader in Waste-To-Energy facilities development, ownership and 
operation including four (4) Long Island Based WTE facilities, has as part of its 30-year focus on WTE Ash 
recycling, invested significant resources in research and development of an enhanced WTE processing 
system, as well as marketing of higher value beneficiated WTE products. 

 
 
 
 
 

During the period of 2016-201,7Clearview provided the following strategic management consulting services   
  to Covanta, in connection with commercialization of Covanta’s proprietary Enhanced WTE Ash Processing    
  System and marketing of its higher value beneficiated products: 
 

 Presentations to NYSDEC, NYSDOT and USACOE, which resulted in installation of a Test Pavement 
Strip at PAVCO’s Holtsville Facility being monitored by NYSDEC Region 1. 

 

 Markets research, identification and penetration into the following US materials and products markets: 
 Bituminous Pavement 
 Cement manufacturing and ready-mix concrete 
 Precast concrete products 

 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 

 CLIENT PROFILE 

COVANTA ENERGY, INC. 
ENHANCED PROCESSING AND MARKETING OF WTE ASH  
REUSE 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITIES
  
 



 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

      
   

 
 

 
 

The Town of Hempstead has a residential population of 750,000 and generates 2000TPD of MSW within 
its 6-Sanitation Districts. The Town’s Sanitation Department services each of these Districts.  
 
 
 
 
Supporting the Town of Hempstead’s Sanitation Department from 1984 to 1988, Clearview was 
involved in: 
  

 A 450-staff Department with an Annual Operating Budget of $100,000,000;  
 

 A 106 Collection Vehicle Fleet covering 65 Residential routes and 7 Commercial routes; 
 

 A 2250 TPD Waste-To-Energy Plant operated by American ReFuel (now Covanta Energy); 
and 

 

 A 600TPD Ash Residue Disposal Operation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CLIENT PROFILE 

TOWN OF HEMPSTEAD, NY 
RESIDENTIAL WASTE COLLECTION OPERATION 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITIES 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

This three (3) boiler Facility processes 750 TPD of MSW, generated within the towns of Huntington and 
Smithtown, utilizing Ogden Martin’s Martin GmbH Mass Burn Waterwall technology to produce 22 MW of 
electricity which is sold to the Long Island Power Authority. Air pollution control includes dry scrubbers, 
bag houses and thermal DeNox. 
 
 

  
 
 

As Principal-In-Charge Clearview’s William C. Miller, Jr., PE served the Towns of Huntington and was 
directly responsible for undertaking, managing and successfully completing the following Project 
elements:  
 

 Project Concept/Scoping  
 Strategic Planning 
 Feasibility Studies 
 Facility Siting 
 Site Remediation 
 Facility Sizing 
 Environmental Impact Statement 
 Health Risk Assessment 
 Permitting 
 Technical Specifications 
 Agreements/Negotiations 
 Project Financing 
 Construction Monitoring 
 Government and Public Relations 
 Operations Monitoring and Audits 

CLIENT PROFILE 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITIES 

HUNTINGTON, NY 
22 MW ELECTRIC GENERATION PLANT 
 














